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Abstract 
Major segments of the Marlborough Lines Ltd (MLL) 11kV electricity distribution network are 
positioned within remote areas of the Marlborough region including the Marlborough Sounds, the 
Awatere and Wairau Valleys and the North Eastern cost of the South Island. The majority of these 
remote rural lines are due for replacement within the coming 20 years in order to maintain safety 
and reliability. The increased maintenance costs of operating rural electricity lines and the number 
of customers they serve often results in the line being uneconomic to operate. This investigation 
determines the current economical efficiency of the Sounds Feeder, a segment of line in the 
Marlborough Sounds. The financial, social and regulatory implications of the continued operation of 
this section of the network after performing distribution renewals are assessed in order to define 
the likely impacts of wide spread asset renewal to MLL and its customers across the coming 20 
years.  
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Executive Summary 
Marlborough Lines Ltd (MLL) is in a position where significant investment into the existing electricity 
distribution infrastructure is required over the coming twenty years. This is necessary to maintain 
the safety of MLL staff and the public, as well as ensuring the reliability of supply to electricity 
consumers. Rural remote sections of the network typically service a minimal number of customers 
which often deem the line unprofitable for MLL to operate; however, remote sections of the 
network are where the majority of the aged assets are located. 
The Commerce Act 1986 requires that MLL acts as a commercially driven corporate; while the 
Electricity Industry Act 2010 provides that distributors maintain a supply to all customers who had a 
supply of electricity prior to 1993.   
An investigation to determine the effect of aged infrastructure replacements in remote areas has 
been undertaken in an attempt to identify what solutions are available to reduce the future financial 
impacts on MLL and/or its customers.  This investigation has been performed using the Sounds 
Feeder as a case study. 
The Sounds Feeder, an 11kV segment of line supplied from the Linkwater 33/11kV substation, is an 
example of a remote rural segment of the MLL network. The feeder supplies 1107 consumers 
comprised of small to medium enterprises, agricultural and residential connections, with the 
majority being periodically inhabited holiday homes.  
Over the 2013 financial year, $797,639.15 in revenue was collected from consumers upon the 
Sounds Feeder through lines tariffs. Over that period, the associated cost to MLL of distributing 
electricity across the Sounds Feeder was $656,459.03 including planned maintenance, system faults, 
and transmission costs. When including the annual depreciation expense of the assets upon this line 
the earnings from operation were calculated to be -$419,097.05 
By 2034, more than 90% of the assets that make up this feeder will be 45 years or older and thus at 
the end of their operational life. The replacement of these assets is expected to cost MLL between 
$25 million and $32 million. In order for MLL to obtain a profit from operating this section of the 
network once asset replacement has been performed, consumers serviced by this feeder would 
need to pay on average $405 to $630 more than they currently do, approximately 65% to 102% of 
the current average bill respectively, to make it beneficial for continued operation from MLL’s 
perspective. 
It is government policy that the rate of change of electricity distribution tariffs remains equal 
between urban and rural consumers; however this has not yet been enforced through regulation. 
Electricity Authority Pricing Principles suggest that prices should reflect the cost associated with 
supplying electricity. MLL is in a position where they could increase lines charges to Sounds Feeder 
users to signal the true incremental cost of supplying electricity to Sounds Feeder users and recover 
the cost of the demanded asset renewal. There are significant risks with pursuing such an option 
including user resistance to price changes and ‘price shock’, negative media publicity, the reduction 
of electricity users given price increases, and the potential for the enforcement of regulation to 
control this.  
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By applying the requisite price increase to all of MLL’s 24,953 Installation Connection Points (ICPs), 
an average price increase of between $21.65 and $33.45 per connection per annum would result, 
approximately 1.45% to 2.24% increase of the current consumer’s average lines charge. This would 
further increase the level of cross-subsidy between urban and rural users. 
The required investment to renew portions of the Sounds Feeder can be reduced by installing 
remote area power supply (RAPS) systems to supply electricity and removing the existing power line. 
Three possible sites have been proposed for RAPSs, having the potential to remove approximately 
$800,000 from the otherwise demanded cost of reconstruction. These include: 
 Endeavour Inlet -  Potential Savings: $160,000 
 Forsyth Island - Potential Savings: $132,000 
 Port Gore & Anakakata Bay - Potential Savings: $530,000 
 
Recent developments in energy storage systems developed by Industrial Research Ltd in conjunction 
with Callaghan Innovation are currently being commercialised and thus with the implementation of 
such technology, the costs of installing RAPS systems are predicted to decrease in the future, 
allowing for further economic benefit from the removal of additional sections of the network. 
Dedicated asset pricing structures have the potential to allow MLL to increase revenue gathered 
from rural remote users and thus decrease the current level of network cross-subsidy. However the 
impacts of this are minimal. 
Marlborough Lines is a consumer owned entity and is therefore currently exempt from the 
Commerce Commission’s default price/quality path (DPP) regulations. An analysis of MLL’s position 
had MLL been required to adhere to the DPP requisites has been performed given recent concerns 
regarding inefficiency within the electricity distribution industry in New Zealand from EDBs and 
governing bodies. It was found that MLL breached the revenue collection limitations by 
approximately $1,220,890 for the FY2013 year. MLL’s network reliability figures adhere to the 
limitations declared by the DPP rulings. This is important to this investigation as, if MLL was forced to 
comply with DPP regulations, MLL would not be in a position to increase lines tariffs to cover the 
cost of the reconstruction of economically inefficient sections of the network.  
It is recommended that MLL act on the installation of RAPS and the implementation of a dedicated 
asset utilisation fee as these can be instituted immediately. This will reduce the level of cross-subsidy 
within the network; however it will not completely cover the cost of Sounds Feeder reconstruction. 
It is likely that the only way to cover the full cost of reconstruction on the Sounds Feeder, and other 
areas within the MLL network, is to apply tariff increases across the MLL customer group. This will 
further increase cross-subsidy. 
 It is recommended that MLL do not attempt to apply a user pays pricing model given the enormity 
of fee increases required to meet economical efficiency, and the associated severe negative 
implications. Electricity distribution companies (EDBs) within New Zealand have tried in the past to 
apply such schemes and have been heavily criticised for doing so. 
Given the widespread nature of this issue, MLL needs to consider the amalgamation with other EDBs 
to widen its customer base in turn minimizing consumer price increases, or to seek financial support 
from the New Zealand Government. Pursuing such an option may result in major changes to the 
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New Zealand electricity industry in the near future as this issue becomes prevalent across New 
Zealand EDBs. 
The presence of considerable amounts cross-subsidy within the MLL network will remain until 
significant regulatory changes are made that will financially aid electricity distribution businesses 
such as MLL with the maintenance and renewal of uneconomic portions of the company’s rural 
reticulation network.   
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Glossary of Terms 
 
Term  Definition 
CC Commerce Commission  
CPI Consumer Price Index 
CPP Customised Price/Quality Path 
DoC Department of Conservation 
DPP Default Price/Quality Path 
EBIT Earnings before interest and tax 
EBITDA Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation 
EDB Electricity Distribution Business 
FY Financial Year 
GAAP Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
GPS Government Policy Statement 
GXP Grid Exit Point 
HVOH High Voltage Over Head (11kV Overhead line) 
ICP Installation Control Point 
IRR Internal Rate of Return 
kWh Kilo-watt Hour 
kV Kilo-volt 
MEPB Marlborough Electric Power Board 
MLL Marlborough Lines Ltd 
OCC Opportunity Cost of Capital 
ODV Optimal Deprival Value 
PV Photovoltaic 
RAB Regulatory Asset Base 
RAPS Remote Area Power Supply 
RERC  Rural Electricity Reticulation Council 
ROE Return On Equity 
SAIDI System Average Interruption Duration Index 
SAIFI System Average Interruption Frequency Index 
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 
SWER Single Wire Earth Return 
TLC The Lines Company Ltd 
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1. Introduction  
1.1 Background 
Marlborough Lines Ltd is an EDB based in Blenheim, Marlborough. The company owns and operates 
the 33kV, 11kV and 400V electricity reticulation network throughout the Marlborough region, 
servicing the Blenheim and Picton Townships, the Marlborough Sounds, and portions of the eastern 
coast of the South Island1.  
The company was formed through the dissolution of the Marlborough Electric Power Board (MEPB) 
during the electricity reforms of the 1990s, where MLL’s predecessor was forced to sell their 
electricity generation assets at Waihopai and Argyle and to operate as a commercially driven 
electricity distribution company [1].  The company is completely owned by the Marlborough Electric 
Power Trust, which holds the shares of the company on behalf of its beneficiaries, the Marlborough 
public. [2] 
1.2 Situation  
Between the 1950s and the 1970s, MEPB received a large number of subsidies for the construction 
of power lines from the Rural Electricity Reticulation Council (RERC). The RERC was a government 
initiative developed to encourage electricity reticulation throughout areas of the country where 
increases in production would benefit the current economy, mostly remote rural farmlands driving 
New Zealand’s major agricultural exports, following the vast uptake of machinery and electric 
appliances throughout the country. [3] 
MLL has since inherited a vast network of 11kV lines from the former MEPB that were built during 
this time period, employing RERC construction grants. Given that power lines have an approximate 
operational lifetime of 45-50 years these lines now are approaching an age where replacement is 
necessary to maintain a suitable level of safety and reliability. This will be required within the next 
ten to twenty years. However, given the rural location in which these distribution lines are 
positioned, they are difficult to access, in some cases demanding either boat, helicopter or foot 
access to sites, and service only a minimal number of customers. This renders the majority of these 
lines uneconomical to maintain. 
MLL is one of 29 EDBs that operate throughout New Zealand [4]. This situation is echoed across most 
New Zealand EDBs, excluding those who operate electricity distribution networks within densely 
populated urban centres, such as Vector Ltd in Auckland [3]. All EDBs that operate in a rural setting 
are likely to face this problem within the next ten to twenty years. This predicament is augmented in 
the case of MLL above that which other EDBs may face, given that MLL operate a network comprised 
of the highest portion of RERC funded lines relative to other EDBs. These lines would have not been 
constructed had it not been for the government funding programme. [5] 
 
 
                                                          
1 Marlborough Lines Ltd Operating Region Map in Appendices 
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Figure 1: Estimated proportion of distribution network constructed with RERC subsidy. [3] 
1.3 Governing Legislation 
Upon its enactment, the Electricity Act 1993 declared that over a period of 20 years, EDBs 
throughout New Zealand must uphold a continued supply of electricity to all existing connections 
within the distribution network, coming to an end in 2013. This raised concern from the general 
public given the uncertainty of an ongoing supply of electricity, approaching this date. A Ministry of 
Economic Development review was held between 2007 and 2009, assessing the position of lines 
companies and their customers, to determine appropriate action regarding the ‘Continuance of 
Supply’ clause in relation to rural areas [3]. The result from this was the enactment of the Electricity 
Industry Act 2010, repealing the 20 year window for the continuance of supply and maintaining that 
all existing EDB connections as at 1 April 1993 shall continue to be supplied with electricity from 
either the distribution network or an alternative supply indefinitely.  
The Commerce Act 1986 provides that all EDBs are subject to information disclosure regulations and 
non-exempt EDBs are subject to price-quality regulations. This is intended to emulate the influence 
of business competition where there is an inherent natural monopoly.  
1.4 Implications 
The result of the highlighted issues is that MLL is held by law to maintain the electricity distribution 
network within the rural remote areas of Marlborough to uphold the demanded level of reliability 
and safety, at a cost above that of the revenue collected from these areas, yet the company is 
required to operate in a commercially competitive manner.  
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MLL expect that approximately $100 million will be required to renew or replace the aged assets 
within these remote areas of the network over the next 20 years. These lines make up 
approximately 34% of the total network. They service only 10% of the total number of network 
connections, and generate only 6% of total annual revenue from operations.  [6] 
Rural and remote areas are invariably supplied from a single source via radial feeders and inherently, 
the reliability of these feeders is considerably less than for meshed networks, where alternative 
points of supply are available.  The costs of vegetation control, maintenance and network fault 
repairs in rural areas are much greater than those within urban areas. As it stands currently, all 
electricity lines users within the MLL network are charged similar tariffs for electricity supply, 
regardless of location. Hence, and this is confirmed by the figures above, it is clear that there is a 
significant level of cross-subsidy between urban users and rural remote users within the electricity 
distribution network.  
1.5 Existing Subsidy Mitigation Strategies 
Given the inherent level of cross-subsidy across the MLL customer base, MLL has identified two 
areas where cross-subsidy can be minimized in an attempt to make rural remote consumers cover a 
higher portion of the costs related to power distribution in those areas. 
1.5.1 Exemption from low fixed charge tariff 
Sections 26 and 28 of the Electricity (Low Fixed Charge Tariff Option for Domestic 
Customers) Regulations 2004 demand that a low user tariff is available to domestic 
customers who use less than 8000kWh of electrical energy per annum. This tariff 
effectively results in a low user being subsidised, in part, by other users of the 
network. In 2005, MLL received an exemption from this section of the regulations 
for users in remote areas of the network. 
1.5.2 Removed discount for rural-remote users 
Customers of MLL are charged lines charges through the energy retailer’s billing 
system at a determined rate for fixed and variable charges, dependant on the 
customer’s pricing plan. Annually, MLL customers receive a lump sum discount, paid 
directly to the retailer. MLL customers located in remote areas are not entitled to 
receive such a discount.  
1.6 Project Scope  
The purpose of this investigation is to identify the economical and social implications of the renewal 
of aged distribution assets within the MLL Network. This investigation is specifically focused upon a 
section of 11kV network, the Sounds Feeder, which services a major portion of the Marlborough 
Sounds region. This segment has been selected given the area the line services, the terrain it exists 
within, its age, and the number and type of customer it services. 
This investigation will determine: 
 The financial performance of the Sounds Feeder to date to determine current 
economical efficiency. 
 The cost MLL will face through the renewal and replacement of assets that make up 
the Sounds Feeder that will be 45 years of age or older within the next 20 years. 
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 The revenue collected from customers over that time period to determine whether 
the investment would be of substantial benefit to MLL. 
 The modification of customer pricing plans to recover costs associated with 
maintaining the Sounds Feeder in the event that there would be insufficient return 
to validate investment as is. 
 Identify any means of reducing replacement costs. 
 The effect of possible future regulations that MLL may face. 
 Determination of the level of cross-subsidy between urban customers and those 
supplied by the Sounds Feeder. 
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2.  Sounds Feeder Analysis  
2.1 Location 
The Sounds Feeder is a stretch of 11kV line that spans a total distance of 283km across the area of 
land enclosed between Queen Charlotte, Kenepuru and Pelorus Sound within the Marlborough 
Sounds. Fed from Linkwater 33kV/11kV Zone Substation, the line services the township of Portage, a 
number of commercial users including resorts within Kenepuru and Queen Charlotte Sound, and 
residential properties across the length of the feeder.  
The major backbone of the feeder up to Kenepuru Head is accessible in most places by road, ranging 
from approximately 45 minutes to 1 hour 45 minutes of travel time from the Blenheim CBD. Most 
major spur lines along the length of the feeder, as well as major portions of the feeder beyond 
Kenepuru Head, have little or no vehicle access, demanding the utilisation of all terrain vehicles, 
helicopters or marine vessels in order for Marlborough Lines staff to access sites for fault repairs, 
inspections or planned maintenance. This significantly increases the cost of maintenance expenses 
relative to other areas of the MLL network. 
 
Figure 2: Topographic representation of the 11kV Sounds Feeder 
2.2 Financial Performance FY13 
Across FY13, the Sounds Feeder supplied electricity lines services to 1107 ICPs. 93.7% of the 
connections on the line are residential connections, which are predominantly holiday homes vacant 
throughout much of year, thus limiting their consumption of electricity which in turn limits the 
revenue MLL collects from these consumers. This is confirmed by the fact that 86.8% of residential 
users utilising the Sounds Feeder area have lower annual electricity consumption level than the 
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average domestic user of the MLL network2 . The remaining 13.2% account for permanently 
populated residential connections, supplies utilised for farming and accommodation businesses. 
Commercial and industrial connections upon the line include those connections for small to medium 
enterprises, tourism resorts such as Bay of Many Coves Resort and Furneaux Lodge, and services to 
telecommunications providers. Telecommunications services account for 40% of the total non-
residential connections upon the feeder.  
Across FY13, MLL earned $797,639.15 in revenue from supplying customers on the Sounds Feeder 
with an electrical supply, approximately 20% contributed by commercial and industrial and 80% 
from domestic users.  
Costs associated with maintaining a supply of electricity to the customer include transmission costs 
and system maintenance costs. Transmission costs are passed on to the customer and effectively 
cover the fee that Transpower charge for supplying electricity to the Blenheim GXP per kWh. System 
maintenance costs include all costs associated with maintaining the assets to an operational level, 
including asset renewal and replacement, system fault repair and vegetation control.  Across FY13, 
vegetation control was by far the largest cost associated with system maintenance. This expense was 
escalated due to MLL’s specific focus on vegetation control within the Sounds Feeder area during the 
FY13 period. Vegetation control is however an ongoing expense, with the average cost associated 
with vegetation control over the past three financial years being $283,780. Indirect costs such as 
33kV system maintenance and general business overheads have been excluded for this analysis.  




  Residential  $  637,647.53  
  Non-Residential  $  159,991.62  
  
 
 $  797,639.15  
Operating Expenses   
  Transmission Costs  $    63,213.82  
  System Maintenance  $  593,245.21  
  Faults  $       61,399.91  
  Monitoring, Inspection, Testing  $         6,415.37  
  Vegetation Control  $     409,009.59  
  Project  Design/Planning/Estimation  $       18,132.65  
  Routine & Preventative Maintenance  $       98,287.69  
  
 
 $  656,459.03  
EBITDA 
 
$  141,180.12 
Table 1: EBITDA from Sounds Feeder Operation FY13 
MLL’s earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation were calculated to be 
$141,180.12 from operating the Sounds Feeder across FY2013. 
 
 
                                                          
2
 This excludes Domestic Low User groups, given the Low User tariff is not available to customers residing in the Marlborough Sounds 
area. 
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2.3 Asset Age 
The initial construction of this segment of the network was largely performed from 1965 to 1989 as 
shown in Figure 3. The average life time of a tantalised timber pole is approximately 45-50 years, 
and the economic life time of such an asset is determined to be 45 years by the Commerce 
Commission’s ODV handbook. As of today, 35% of the poles that make up the Sounds Feeder are 45 
years or older. By 2024, this percentage will have increased to 85%, and 91% by 2034. [7] 
 
Figure 3: Pole and conductor installation dates 
It is expected that as these assets continue to age, faults and required maintenance shall continue to 
rise, resulting in an increase in operational costs and a decrease in reliability until large scale 
replacement is mandatory. This is confirmed through the fact that the Sounds Feeder contributed 
the greatest proportion to the network’s System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) minute 
accumulation during the FY13 year, 38.83 minutes or 21.5%, and 33.65 minutes or 12.7% within 
FY12.  
2.4 Asset Depreciation 
Allocating the cost to the eventual replacement of assets can be performed on an annual basis by 
taking the straight-line depreciation expense of assets that make up the Sounds Feeder as 
determined by their replacement value, and removing this from the EBITDA produced from the 
operation of the Sounds Feeder as quoted above. This covers the depreciation of poles, overhead 
conductor, cables, transformers, electrical switching and protective devices from Linkwater 
Substation to the outer extents of the Sounds Feeder. Building upon the table shown in Table 1, 
when the annual depreciation expense is removed from EBITDA, the profit from operating the 
Sounds Feeder is a significant negative value.  
EBITDA   $ 141,180.12  
ITDA     
  Interest  $                   -    
  Taxation  $                   -    
  RAB Depreciation  $  560,277.17  
  Amortisation  $                   -    
     $  560,277.17  
Net Profit   -$ 419,097.05  
Table 2: Inclusion of depreciation expense to Sounds Feeder profitability analysis 
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The result above indicates that over the FY13 financial year, it was unprofitable for MLL to provide 
electricity services to customers upon the Sounds Feeder. It is therefore an economically inefficient 
segment of line for MLL to maintain. This loss is passed on to all MLL customers through the gradual 
increase of lines tariffs, such that MLL can continue to provide electricity lines services across those 
currently utilising the Sounds Feeder. This is effectively the value of the level of cross-subsidy that 
exists between Sounds Feeder users, and the group of users that make up the Marlborough public. 
Given the continual aging of the assets that make up this feeder, maintenance expenses are likely to 
increase and/or assets will be replaced resulting in lower maintenance costs but increased capital 
costs. Therefore it can be determined that the continual operation of the Sounds Feeder is likely to 
remain unprofitable in the future. 
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3.  Sounds Feeder Reconstruction 
3.1 Rebuild Analysis Model 
Given the age of the assets that make up the Sounds Feeder, MLL needs to make provision for the 
required gradual replacement of 90% of the assets across the coming 20 years. Using the Commerce 
Commission’s ODV Handbook for estimation of asset replacement costs as well as the costs 
associated with distribution line rebuilds performed by MLL staff within the network in the past, it is 
expected that a replacement of this scale will cost between $25 million and $32 million dollars. 
Based on previous MLL construction projects as well as a cost analysis of materials required for the 
rebuild of the Sounds Feeder, it is expected that approximately 80% of the rebuild value accounts for 
labour, plant and transport costs, the remaining 20% covers materials. [7] 
2013 ODV Handbook Replacement Cost Valuations – Assets Installed <1990 
11kV Distribution $23,492,772.76 
LV Distribution $2,797,681.41 
Transformers & Subsites $3,295,933.94 
Other Electrical Assets $ 279,606.33 
Total $29,865,994.44 
Table 3: Summary of ODV replacement valuation for assets on the Sounds Feeder install prior to 1990  
A financial model was developed to analyse the impacts of performing this replacement and renewal 
project to MLL and its customers utilising the Sounds Feeder. 
The model considered replacing all of the assets that will meet the criteria of being in service for 45 
years or more by FY34, replacing those assets within the FY14 period and operating them until FY59 
where the assets will be of an age where replacement is again necessary. Although the replacement 
of 90% of all assets on the feeder is not physically achievable within a single financial year, it has 
been applied such that the model covers the full operational lifetime of replaced assets, rather than 
a staggered approach where by FY59, a major portion of assets will still have 20+ years operational 
life expectancy. This removes the need to include depreciation expenses within the model. 
Financial performance factors over the last three years of operation were used to determine a range 
of assumptions for the model. These are shown below. 















- ICPs on the Sounds Feeder increase at 5 per annum 
- ICP growth + Lines Charge Increases once inflation is removed result in a 
revenue increase of 1.325% per annum 
- Inflation is not considered 
 
- Model does not consider assets due for replacement between FY34-FY59 
(Those installed between 1990 – 2014) 
- Given full replacement in FY14, no depreciation expense is considered. 
- $200,000 is allocated for vegetation control FY14-FY59 
- $80,000 is allocated for maintenance expenses FY14-FY34, increasing linearly 
from FY34 to $200,000 in FY59 to account for the aging of assets therefore 
decreased reliability 
- $65,000 is allocated to transmission costs in FY14, and increases linearly with 
ICP growth. 
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- Interest and Taxation expenses are not considered 
- Model does not include costs recovered from scrapping of materials 
Table 3: Sounds Feeder asset replacement model assumptions. 
MLL’s Statement of Corporate Intent declares that MLL’s commercial objectives include operating as 
a successful business as established by the Energy Companies Act 1992, with the focus on earning a 
return on equity of 10% according to GAAP. It also states that a minimum of 4.5% overall is currently 
acceptable given the recent economic environment. Therefore, an OCC of 4.5% has been used 
throughout the model. [8] 
Based on the assumptions above, three scenarios were modelled with variations in asset 
replacement cost. These scenarios investigated the Sounds Feeder performance as it currently 
stands based on the assumptions above and then determined what changes to current pricing 
schedules would be required to make the investment ROE align with that of the OCC, therefore 
providing suitable return for investment from MLL’s perspective. Pricing changes were applied 
across all consumers upon the feeder by modelling an increase in the fixed charge portion of the 
user’s distribution charge. For customers upon the Sounds Feeder, the fixed portion of the average 
bill accounts for approximately 67% of the total lines charge. Given that large commercial users are 
charged relatively high fixed charges, but slightly lower variable charges, this change impacts 
commercial users at a significantly higher level. 
Scenario I – Asset Replacement Cost Lowest Estimate 
Total Asset Replacement Cost: $25,000,000 ($20,000,000 Labour, Plant, Transport - $5,000,000 Materials) 
NPV  of EBITDA (FY14 – FY59): -$11,652,836.55 
Current ROE ( FY14-FY59) = 1.08% 
Break Even: FY51 
Annual Fixed Charge Adjustment to meet ROE (%): 98.50% 
Total Demanded Increase per annum ($) :$538,490.36 
Annual Lines Charge Adjustment to meet ROE per customer ($): $405.89 Average, $6,795.02 Worst 
Case 
Adjusted Break Even: FY35 
 
Scenario II – Asset Replacement Cost of ODV Approximation 
Total Asset Replacement Cost: $29,865,994 ($23,892,198 Labour, Plant, Transport - $5,973,198 Materials) 
NPV of EBITDA (FY14 – FY59): -$16,309,290 
Current ROE ( FY14-FY59) = 0.35% 
Break Even: FY55 
Annual Fixed Charge Adjustment to meet ROE (%): 136.15% 
Total Demanded Increase per annum ($) :$744,338.05 
Annual Lines Charge Adjustment to meet ROE per customer ($): $561.03 Average, $9,392.31 Worst 
Case 
Adjusted Break Even: FY35 
 
Scenario III – Asset Replacement Cost Highest Estimate 
Total Asset Replacement Cost: $32,000,000 ($25,600,000 Labour, Plant, Transport - $6,400,000 Materials) 
NPV of EBITDA (FY14 – FY59): -$18,351,401.15 
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Current ROE ( FY14-FY59) = 0.08% 
Break Even: FY58 
Annual Fixed Charge Adjustment to meet ROE (%): 152.66% 
Total Demanded Increase per annum ($) :$834,613.56 
Annual Lines Charge Adjustment to meet ROE per customer ($): $629.06 Average, $10,531.25 
Worst Case 
Adjusted Break Even: FY35 
Table 4: Financial forecasts for distribution asset replacement 
Model Sensitivities: 
 ±$100,000.00 vegetation allowance per annum over the 45 year period results in 
approximately ±0.55% IRR. This results in an approximate change of ±$55.00 p.a. on average 
per customer. 
 Customer growth and increased lines charges have an effect on revenue streams across the 
45 year period. A change in annual revenue increase of ±0.5% can result in an average lines 
charge change per customer of approximately ±$100.00 p.a. 
The above results depict that the Sounds Feeder, in order to become a profitable segment of the 
MLL network, needs to accumulate considerably more revenue to cover the future costs of 
replacement as well as the ongoing maintenance and transmission costs. However, assuming the 
rate of increase of consumers supplied by the Sounds Feeder continues at the rate seen over the 
past three financial years, as do price increases seen over this period, across the 45 year period the 
revenue collected from operation will eventually cover the costs of asset replacement and the 
ongoing cost of maintenance and transmission, assuming maintenance costs do not increase 
significantly. The repayments are at a significantly lower return on equity, of approximately 0.13% - 
1.10% for the $32 million and $25 million rebuild scenarios respectively.  
 
Figure 4: Project lifetime returns required to meet ROE of 4.5%.   
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4. Cost Reduction Methodologies 
Section 103 of Subpart 3 ‘Continuance of Supply’: Electricity Industry Act 2010 states that a 
distributor must continue to supply a property with electricity via the distribution network that the 
customer is currently connected to, or via an alternative source of electricity. As such, MLL cannot 
abandon its duty to supply electricity to any of those consumers currently connected to the Sounds 
Feeder. 
A number of cost reduction strategies exist that have the ability to fully cover or reduce the costs 
associated with providing electricity services via the Sounds Feeder. These are proposed below. 
4.1 User Pays Model 
A means of recovering the costs of maintaining the Sounds Feeder indefinitely is to increase lines 
charges to electricity consumers within this area through a ‘user pays’ model. The result of this 
would be an increase of between $405 and $630 on the average customer power bill of those 
utilising the Sounds Feeder, or a total lines charge increase of between 65.7% and 102%.  
In order for this option to be pursued, MLL would have to modify the current pricing methodology to 
apply pricing to users through a geographic grouping structure as opposed to the user-type grouping 
that pricing schedules are structured upon at present. This has been performed by a number of  
other EDBs facing the challenges of maintaining extensive length, rural, radial feeders, including 
PowerCo Ltd and The Lines Company Ltd operating across the central North Island. [9][10] 
Although it is known that providing a supply of electricity to rural remote areas is a much more 
capital intensive operation than in urban areas, the ability to introduce a scheme that would result in 
an increment of line charges to rural customers greater than those applied to urban based 
customers has been limited. A Government Policy Statement on Electricity Governance released in 
May 2009 stated that it is Government’s expectation that EDBs are to keep any changes to rural line 
charges in line with changes to urban consumer lines charges [11]. This was superseded in 2010 with 
the release of the Electricity Industry Act, however, Section 113 of that Act provides for the 
enforcement of regulation to ensure that prices increase at an equal rate between rural and urban 
customers. To date, no such regulation has been imposed. 
4.1.1 Arguments Supporting Implementation 
The former Electricity Commission’s Distribution Pricing Principles and Information Disclosure 
Guidelines [12], which have been ratified by the Electricity Authority, state in their principles on 
pricing that: 
(a) Prices are to signal  the economic costs of service provision, by: 
(i) Being subsidy free (equal to or greater than the incremental costs, and less than or 
equal to standalone costs), except where subsidies arise from compliance with 
legislation and/or other regulation; 
The incremental costs applicable to the Sounds Feeder are those that would not be apparent, had 
the feeder not been installed. Given that no regulation and/or legislation currently exists, MLL is in a 
position where they could alter their pricing schedules to reflect the incremental costs of 
maintaining rural remote distribution assets, such that these areas would become subsidy free. 
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4.1.2 Arguments against Implementation 
Although MLL stands in a position where a price increase applied to only the users of the feeder 
would be considered legal, there are a number of concerns surrounding such an action.  
From the May 2009 GPS, it is clear that it is government’s intention that EDBs across New Zealand 
maintain the same rate of change between urban and rural pricing structures. With the enactment 
of the Electricity Industry Act 2010, there is provision for the creation of regulations to enforce this 
in order to protect rural users. Given the required price increases that are highlighted above are 
severe, it is possible that in the event that MLL move to apply such changes to their pricing 
structures, the New Zealand Government would act in a manner to prevent such a change in the 
interest of the New Zealand public through the enactment of such regulation. 
Significant changes within the size or structure of electricity distribution tariffs are often met with 
customer resistance commonly referred to as ‘rate shock’. Within the MLL 2013 Electricity 
Distribution Network Pricing Methodology Disclosure it states that it is the intention of MLL to limit 
an increase in annual lines charges to 15% in order to minimise ‘rate shock’.  As shown above, an 
increase to cover operational costs of the Sounds Feeder applied directly to Sounds Feeder 
customers would far exceed 15% thus breaching MLL’s limit [6]. There is also the argument that 
sudden tariff increases resulting in an increase of up to 100% of a user’s electricity bill, despite 
reflecting the true costs of supply, could be considered unfair.  
The demand for electricity services is considered relatively inelastic [13]. As such, it may be seen that 
many customers utilising the services of the Sounds Feeder, although likely to be adverse to price 
increases, may be willing to pay in order to maintain the use of an electricity supply. However, given 
the number of residential sites occupied only partially throughout the year, it may be seen that 
consumers would consider the installation of alternative electricity supplies such as solar or wind 
generation, or the use of a diesel powered generator. As existing users move from grid connection to 
standalone power supplies, the costs that these consumers would have been exposed to would be 
transferred onto the remaining network-supplied customers, in turn further increasing their lines 
charges. This could result in an extreme rise in electricity lines charges for some users to the point 
where it would be financially crippling to rely on electricity services. 
Pricing structures to clarify the true cost of supply have been attempted in the past. Between 2008 
and 2011 The Lines Company Ltd ( the EDB operating in the King Country, North Island) published 
significant changes to their pricing structures, attempting to remove the level of cross-subsidy 
between large industrial users and smaller consumer connections. This saw significant increases to 
lines charges applied to residential and small commercial connections, which was met with great 
consumer resistance, considerable complaints, and significant national publicity surrounding the 
issue as well as governing body intervention. [14] 
4.2 Apply Charges over all ICPs   
Given the significant negative effects associated with implementing a ‘user pays’ pricing structure to 
cover the financial burden of  the upkeep of rural remote electricity distribution assets, prices are 
often applied over the entire customer base to gather the revenue required to maintain rural 
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remote assets. This is the typical default position for lines companies operating a vast rural network, 
including Marlborough Lines. [15] 
4.2.1 Arguments Supporting Implementation 
In order to fund the reconstruction of the Sounds Feeder over the next 20 years, MLL needs to 
increase their profit from operating those assets by between $540,000 and $834,600 within the first 
year of operation after replacement, and this needs to increase at the current rate over the 
following 45 years, based on the assumption that the rebuild will cost between $25 and $32 million. 
Procuring this from only the Sounds Feeder ICPs results in an extreme lines charge increase to those 
consumers supplied by that segment of the network. In comparison, if this sum was applied across 
the whole customer base of MLL, each of the 24,953 ICPs would see an almost negligible increase of 
between $21.65 and $33.45 on average per annum, 1.45% to 2.24% of the average consumer power 
bill of $1,494.50 respectively. This avoids large amounts of customer contention and the probable 
negative publicity associated with implementing such changes to only Sounds Feeder consumers. 
4.2.2 Arguments against Implementation 
Although this option is the status quo for collecting adequate operating revenue in EBD networks 
serving large remote rural areas, it further intensifies the issue of cross-subsidy between the urban 
and rural user groups. A study performed in August 2013 by Consumer New Zealand identified MLL 
as the EDB with the 7th highest lines charge per unit within New Zealand. Given the challenging 
terrain that MLL operates within and the percentage of uneconomic distribution lines the company 
maintains, this ranking, which is slightly above the industry average, is reasonable. When removing 
the rebate that MLL supplies to customers on an annual basis, MLL’s variable lines charges are less 
than that of the New Zealand industry average. However, when considering that the imminent 
replacement project upon the Sounds Feeder will be likewise demanded across a number of areas 
within the MLL network, it is clear that applying rebuild costs across the entire customer base will 
have a compounding effect and it is likely that MLL’s electricity distribution tariffs will become 
significantly higher. 
 
Figure 4: Variable lines tariffs comparisons across New Zealand EDBs 
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4.3 Asset Utilisation Tariff 
The Lines Company Ltd face a similar problem to that of MLL with respect to maintaining an 
electricity distribution network that services a number of rural remote locations, heavily comprised 
of residential connections in isolated areas, farm connections and holiday homes. The Lines 
Company Ltd have implemented a pricing schedule that begins to approach a user-pays model 
through the application of additional charges to consumers who utilise assets where they are the 
only customer being serviced by that asset. This includes a fee for dedicated distribution lines as well 
as dedicated transformers. This partially removes the level of cross-subsidy between urban users 
where multiple customers rely on a single asset, and rural remote consumers.  [9] 
Of the 326 11kV/415V transformers installed on the Sounds Feeder, 128 of them service only a 
single ICP. Applying the tariff structure3 of The Lines Company to the transformers upon the Sounds 
Feeder, an additional $6,789.68 in revenue per annum could be obtained from Sounds Feeder users. 
The implementation of such a scheme with these prices would have a minimal effect given the 
revenue demanded from the Sounds Feeder to align with operating costs. To be effective, MLL 
would have to look at dedicated asset pricing tariffs greater than that of The Lines Company pricing. 
TLC has employed a similar scheme for the imposition of a fee for utilising dedicated lines to supply 
the customers distribution transformer. This would have a negligible effect if implemented with 
regard to the Sounds Feeder given the geographical location of the distribution lines, where it is only 
the user at the end of the line or large spur lines that such a fee could be imposed upon. [9] 
4.4 Remote Area Power Supply (RAPS) 
A RAPS system is a small scale electricity generation system, typically comprising of a PV array 
and/or other forms of renewable generation (wind/hydro), a diesel generator, a battery bank and 
associated power/control electronics. RAPS systems are typically used where no electricity network 
currently exists, or the cost of connection to an existing electricity network is too great, which is 
often the case for new users in remote locations.  
A number of line segments have been identified where the installation of a RAPS is a cost effective 
option for supplying electricity services to users, rather than upgrading the sections of network 
where renewal is needed in the near future. 
Operational and maintenance costs associated with the running of a RAPS system include the cost of 
diesel and the replacement of batteries, required every 15-18 years. The costs associated with 
maintenance vary a great deal depending on size and usage of RAPS systems, the cost of maintaining 
installed RAPSs is estimated to be considerably less than that of line maintenance as it stands 
currently. As such, only replacement values have been considered for the following identified RAPS 
sites. 
4.4.1 Endeavour Inlet, Queen Charlotte Sound 
                                                          
3 See Appendix for TLC Pricing Schedule 
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Figure 5:HVOH3605, Endeavour Inlet 
A span of 11kV single phase line runs from inner Endeavour Inlet to the point between Endeavour 
Inlet and Tawa Bay. This span, built in 1976, passes through dense native bush and services a single 
ICP. There is no road access to the site. Based on ODV valuation methods, the depreciated 
replacement cost of the line is approximately $42,923, 17% of its new replacement cost of $241,447. 
Over FY13, MLL collected $480.31 in revenue from the ICP that this line services, $114.22 of this was 
received from variable lines charges. Given the minimal amount of electricity use throughout the 
year, this property is clearly regularly vacant throughout the year.  
Implementing a RAPS system sufficient to supply this would likely cost $40,000-$80,000, thus having 
the potential to save MLL $160,000-$200,000 through the abandonment of the line. 
4.4.2 Forsyth Island, Outer Pelorus Sound 
Forsyth Island is one of the outer most areas of the Marlborough Sounds to have a supply of 
electricity via the MLL 11kV network. It is one of three islands in the Marlborough Sounds to have a 
supply of electricity from the network via an aerial water crossing. Three ICPs are located on the 
island currently. Two of these are for commercial use, the other residential. Telecom New Zealand 
operates a cellular repeater on Forsyth Island. $2,957.30 in revenue was earned from providing an 
electricity supply to these customers across FY13. From the interconnection with the line on the 
mainland, the Forsyth Island SWER spur line spans a total of 4556m including the sea crossing over 
Allen Strait.  The line was completed in 1977. ODV Handbook estimation for the full replacement of 
this line is found to be $332,455 including the spur line fuse site on the mainland.  
Given that the combined load of the ICPs upon Forsyth, a RAPS system of 15-20kVA may be required, 
likely to cost between $150,000 and $200,000 plus installation costs. This suggests that there is 
potential for MLL to avoid the expenditure of between $132,000 and $182,000 by providing 
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electricity services via a RAPS rather than the lines network, which are approaching required 
replacement age. It would be necessary to maintain the 11kV network between connections in order 
to distribute RAPS generated electricity throughout the island.  
  
Figure 6:HVOH2624/2625, Forsyth Island 
4.4.3 Port Gore/Anakakata Bay, Outer Queen Charlotte Sound 
A 13.03km span of SWER line services five ICPs located in Port Gore and the Outer Queen Charlotte 
Sounds area. The line was constructed in 1974 built on tantalised timber poles and is positioned 
within coastal scrub and native bush. There is no available land vehicle access. 
 All five ICPs are considered residential connections; however the eastern-most connection in 
Anakakata Bay supplies the Queen Charlotte Wilderness Park accommodation lodge. A similar 
establishment exists in Port Gore. Subsequently loading fluctuates seasonally, and has a relatively 
high annual consumption of electricity. Over FY13 MLL collected $4,380 for the operation of these 
assets to supply electricity. ODV valuation approximation for the replacement of this span of power 
line is estimated to be $936,761.  
Given the scattered nature of the five users upon the line, the most efficient option would to be to 
install three individual RAPSs. It is likely that the installations at the head of Port Gore and Anakakata 
Bay are likely to require a 15-20kVA RAPS. The single connection mid way between these two 
locations, which appears to be a holiday home based on annual variable consumption, may require a 
5-10kVA unit. It is likely that the installation of such units may cost up to $400,000 collectively, 
having the potential to save MLL $530,000 over the option of rebuilding.  
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Figure 7: HVOH2646/3609/2656, Port Gore, Anakakata Bay  
4.4.5 Emerging Technologies 
The major cost associated with RAPS systems is the sizing of a suitable battery bank. Battery banks 
utilised in RAPS systems typically consist of multiple strings of gel or flooded deep cycle lead acid 
batteries of high capacity, such that they can store adequate charge to supply typical loads over a 
number of days in the event of poor solar radiance. In some cases, battery banks can make up 60% 
of the total RAPS system cost, depending on system size. Electric water and spatial heating, and the 
use of electric kitchen appliances are typically the highest loads in residential homes, and are 
generally used when solar generation cannot assist, i.e. during the evening.  
Callaghan Innovation, an entity for the commercial development of innovative technologies, in 
conjunction with Industrial Research Ltd, have recently been involved with the development and 
commercialisation of an energy storage system using renewable energy sources, typically solar, to 
produce and collect hydrogen gas from the electrolysis of water molecules. The hydrogen gas is then 
pressurised and stored in an underground containment facility. Callaghan Innovation have seen an 
opportunity for this technology to work in conjunction with existing RAPS systems where water and 
spatial heating, and preparation of food can be performed through the combustion of the collected 
hydrogen gas, as opposed to electric energy storage therefore reducing the sizing requirements for 
RAPS battery capacities, in turn significantly reducing the cost and maintenance expenses 
significantly. This system has been successfully implemented on Somes Island, Wellington Harbour, 
where the DoC facilities on the island utilise wind, solar and diesel electricity generation, in 
conjunction with hydrogen combustion to fulfil their energy requirements. This installation at Somes 
Island has an approximate system efficiency of 70% [16] 
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If this technology becomes commercially available within the coming 10-20 years, the use of this in 
conjunction with a RAPS would further increase the benefits and make it economic to replace 
greater sections of the existing lines network with RAPS schemes. 
4.5 Change of Ownership Structure 
New Zealand has what is considered an excessive number of national EDBs when compared to 
countries employing similar electricity transmission and distribution market models; with regard to 
land area and population size. Australia, for example, has only 16 EDBs supplying a population of 
23.3 million.   
The level of cross-subsidy seen within the MLL network is a function of the size of the company and 
the number of consumers the company serves. In order for MLL to procure adequate funding for 
rural rebuild projects without inflicting huge tariff increases to the individual consumer MLL must 
grow its customer base enabling the company to distribute the same costs over a greater 
population. The only effective way to achieve this would be through the amalgamation of MLL and 
its neighbouring EBD companies, Main Power in North Canterbury and Network Tasman for 
example, such that rebuild costs of remote rural lines can be applied across a wider customer base 
and thus limit the impact of price increases to the individual.  
 This would begin to bring the New Zealand system towards a similar configuration of that seen in 
Australia, where such cross subsidy across a large customer base allows for expansive electricity 
distribution networks to constructed and maintained to supply rural remote locations within the 
Australian outback. 
4.6 Reduced Reliability 
The costs associated with operating the Sounds Feeder can be reduced through the reduction of 
maintenance expenses applicable to the assets that make up this feeder. Opportunities to reduce 
this cost include: 
 Reduction of site inspections, monitoring and testing regimes 
 Reduction in planned maintenance  
 Decreased response times to system fault call-outs to align with normal business hours 
 Minimize capital expenditure projects  
 
The implications of the reduction of maintenance expenses are that the number and duration of 
system faults are likely to increase. The implications of this include: 
 System reliability figures decrease 
 A reduction in revenue due to reduction in energy sales during system faults. 
 MLL staff and the public are exposed to an increased safety risk when in proximity to assets 
 Decrease in consumer satisfaction of MLL service 
 
MLL’s aim going forward is to maximise system reliability. This has been achieved to date by the 
continual improvement of the SCADA network and the installation of remote controlled protection 
devices across the network. By removing this focus from the Sounds Feeder area, which was the 
greatest contributor to system reliability figures during the FY13, the ability to increase overall 
system performance is limited. Given this, the impact on MLL’s reputation associated with decreased 
system reliability, and the comparatively small savings from reducing system maintenance within the 
Sounds Feeder area, this should be considered a last resort for reducing operating cost. 
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5. Changes to Current Regulations 
5.1 Default Price/Quality Path 
Electricity distributors are subject to regulatory provisions from the Commerce Commission under 
the Commerce Act 1986, which aims to provide the benefit of competition in markets where 
effective competition does not exist. This is the case for EDBs given the distinct areas they operate 
within and the natural monopoly that exists in this industry. 4  
The applicable regulations include information disclosure for all EDBs presenting annual financial 
performance, and the adherence to the DPP (or CPP) for non-exempt EDBs. The Commerce Act 1986 
states that an EDB is exempt if it is defined as consumer-owned.  MLL meets this definition and as 
such, MLL is required to disclose the company’s financial performance, asset management plans and 
other information to the Commerce Commission and the general public on an annual basis, without 
the need to meet DPP price/quality limits. 
Non-exempt EDBs are required to adhere to the DPP, which places an upper limit upon revenue the 
company can collect annually, effectively limiting annual price increases to that seen on the CPI (less 
a set factor which is currently set to zero), as well as defining a level of reliability that the network 
must uphold. In exceptional circumstances, an EDB may apply for a CPP, where it is unable to adhere 
to the limits declared within the DPP process. An example of this would include Orion’s request for a 
CPP, appealing for an increase in allowable revenue collection and a decrease in quality of supply, as 
a result of the infrastructure rebuild required after the Canterbury Earthquakes of 2010/2011.   
There have been recent discussions held by the Commerce Commission regarding the regulation of 
price and quality regardless of company ownership given the concerns of industry inefficiency. 
Subsequently, an investigation has been carried out to determine where MLL would stand in relation 
to DPP regulations if the company was forced to comply. Price and quality regulations were 
determined using FY13 data.  
5.1.1 Price Regulation5 
The price regulations of the DPP require companies to restrict their electricity pricing schedules to a 
level such that notional revenue (NR) does not exceed the allowed notional revenue (R) for the 
period. 
      
     
   
            [1] 
It was found that the notional revenue and allowed notional revenue under the DPP for the 2013 
year was $31,087,888.37 and $29,866,996.89 respectively. Thus, the condition in Equation 1 is 
breached under DPP ruling, by $1,220,891.48. When considering notional revenues after customer 
discounts have been excluded, MLL is still in breach of this condition by approximately $930,280. 
 
                                                          
4 See Appendix for EDB operating areas 
5 All associated calculations determining price and quality compliance can be found in the Appendix 
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5.1.2 Quality Regulation 
The quality regulations within the DPP declare an upper limit upon the allowable SAIDI and System 
Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI) figures throughout the operational period, calculated 
from the number and the duration of power outages across the period. Outages include those 
occurring from both planned and unplanned outages within the network, but exclude outages 
experienced by customers as a result of transmission related events. SAIDI and SAIFI values are 
assumed to follow a lognormal distribution and thus the yearly boundary conditions are found from 
the average and standard deviations across a reference period of five years using the equations 
below. The data set is then normalised to exclude any exceptional events.  
Applying these calculations to the 1 April 2004 to 31 March 2009 data set, it was determined that 
the SAIDI and SAIFI limits for MLL to comply with the DPP were 285.0 and 2.845 respectively. Across 
the FY13 period MLL’s SAIDI and SAIFI figures were measured to be 176.52 and 1.51 respectively. 
MLL’s SAIDI and SAIFI figures are well within that required if the DPP were to be imposed upon MLL 
for FY2013. 
5.1.3 Regulation Implications 
The major contributors to network outage indices are the segments of extensive radial 11kV feeders 
located in remote rural areas within the MLL distribution network, where the ability to back feed 
faulted areas is not available. The Sounds Feeder, an example of this, was the greatest contributor to 
MLL’s SAIDI in 2013.  
Over the last three financial years, a major focus within MLL has been the reduction of customer 
outages, and in turn, its reliability indices though the installation of SCADA controlled line reclosers 
and mobile generator connection points within the network. This is capital intensive. This effort has 
been a contributor to the positive reliability figures of the network, and partially explains the breach 
of pricing regulations declared in the DPP. 
The implication of this is that, in the event the MLL was required to adhere to the DPP limitations, 
MLL would not have the option available to increase its pricing schedules to cover the costs 
associated with the reconstruction of the Sounds Feeder as suggested in section 4.2, rather MLL 
would be forced to decrease prices. Although MLL’s reliability figures are acceptable as it stands, 
system reliability is likely to decrease significantly in the event that renewal of the Sounds Feeder 
assets is delayed due to budget limitations.  
5.2 Commercial User Subsidies  
It is known that consumers within the Marlborough Sounds do not face the true costs associated 
with providing electricity lines services within this area. Hence, there is cross-subsidy between urban 
and Marlborough Sounds based users. The result of this is that the Marlborough public subsidise the 
operating costs of businesses operating in the Marlborough Sounds, including major corporations 
such as Vodafone and Telecom New Zealand. 
There are a number of assets dedicated to supplying commercial ICPs within the Sounds Feeder 
area. As it stands, it is the responsibility of MLL to maintain a supply of power to the ICP property 
boundary. The cost of doing this for dedicated lines to commercial customers is passed directly to 
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the whole of MLL’s customer base. A means of partially removing the burden of cross-subsidisation 
of commercial ventures from residential users is the passing of regulation that requires commercial 
ventures to maintain the power line from the point of dedication, rather than at the boundary 
crossing. An example of this is the 3.5km line supplying only the Telecom repeater site at Kauauroa, 
Pelorus Sound. The estimated replacement value of this section of line is approximately $276,000 
and generates approximately $2000 per annum for MLL. 
Businesses operate to provide financial benefit to their shareholders. By operating in an area where 
operational costs of the business are subsidised in part by the wider public, the business does not 
shoulder the ‘true’ operating costs and thus stand to earn a greater profit margin than would 
otherwise be realised. The effect of this is that the Marlborough public face higher electricity tariffs, 
while shareholders of companies operating within the Marlborough Sounds make greater financial 
gains than that of what they would if the business was exposed to the true cost of operation. A 
pensioner in Marlborough is effectively partially funding the dividends of a Telecom shareholder in 
Auckland. This results in an uneven distribution of wealth and as such, a request that regulation 
could be enacted to correct this could be pursued. 
If such regulation was to be enacted, MLL would no longer face the costs of maintaining 
approximately 8.15km of 11kV SWER, 1.1km of single phase, and small portions of three phase 11kV 
and LV along the length of the Sounds Feeder.  This would in turn reduce the inherent level of cross-
subsidy within the MLL network and as well as the electricity tariffs that the consumers face. 
Dedicated Assets supplying Commercial ICPs 
Line Length Valuation 
11kV – SWER 8.15km $633,860 
11kV – Single Phase 1.08km $109,280 
11kV - Three Phase 106m $12,740 
LV – Single Phase 601m $53,150 
Total  $809,030 
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6. Conclusions  
MLL owns large sections of 11kV distribution network that are at an age where large scale 
replacement is demanded within a period of ten to twenty years. The majority of these sections 
service rural remote areas of the Marlborough region and were initially constructed utilising 
government grants to promote rural electricity reticulation. The remote power lines service a 
minimal number of customers where the revenue earned often doesn’t cover the costs associated 
with operation. Consequently the continued operation of these lines is unprofitable from MLL’s 
perspective 
The Sounds Feeder has been identified as an economically inefficient segment of the MLL network. 
This feeder services the remote Marlborough Sounds area. The revenue generated from providing 
customers on this line is currently sufficient to cover the annual costs associated with electricity 
distribution, such as transmission costs, maintenance and network fault restoration. When including 
the annual depreciation expense of assets that make up the Sounds Feeder, allowing for the gradual 
replacement of these assets, the result is a significantly negative value. Over FY13, operation of the 
Sounds Feeder resulted in a net loss of -$419,097.05 
MLL currently applies electricity distribution tariffs to its customers based on type rather than 
location. The costs associated with supplying rural lines are significantly higher than that of urban 
areas and as such, there is inherently a level of cross-subsidy between consumer groups. That is 
urban consumers face a higher lines tariffs to cover the financial loss to MLL associated with 
supplying rural areas. 
The Sounds Feeder will be due for major asset renewal within 20 years. This is anticipated to cost 
MLL between $25 and $32 million dollars. In order for the Sounds Feeder users to be subsidy free, 
after this asset renewal has taken place, users would have to pay on average $405-$630 more than 
they currently do over the 45 year period until replacement is again demanded, an increase of 65.7% 
and 102% respectively. Although governing legislation currently allows MLL to apply these 
incremental costs to Sounds Feeder connections, there are significant risks involved including, 
consumer outrage and ‘price shock’ and associated negative publicity through media channels.  
This sum of money can be recovered from the whole of the MLL customer base through general 
tariff increases. It would require an increase of between 1.45% and 2.24% to generate the required 
funds to perform the Sounds Feeder replacement, $21.65 and $33.45 to the average customer per 
annum respectively. Given the relatively minor price variations, this is the status quo for EDBs across 
the country when demanding funding increases for capital projects and maintenance. 
An analysis of MLL’s position with relation to the existing DPP regulations, currently only applied to 
non-exempt EDBs, was performed. It was found that for the FY13 period, MLL breached the allowed 
notional revenue limits by approximately $1,220,000. MLL’s network reliability figures were well 
within the allowed threshold SAIDI and SAIFI figures for the FY13 period.  
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The demanded replacement of aged assets is not isolated to the Sounds Feeder. There are a number 
of areas in the MLL network where the operation of lines services is unprofitable, including other 
areas of the Marlborough Sounds, Wairau Valley, Awatere Valley and the East Coast. 
The conclusion that is drawn from the results of this investigation is that in the coming 20 years MLL 
must procure suitable revenue to allow for these large scale asset replacement projects. This can be 
sourced directly from the users, reducing the level of cross-subsidy between user groups however 
this will result in significant price increases for remote rural users which will force rural users to 
search for electricity supply alternatives, or leave the Marlborough region. This will also undoubtedly 
attract national attention and is likely initiate the change of governing regulation to protect rural 
users as this issue becomes apparent throughout the country. If the demanded capital was sourced 
from the population of Marlborough, as opposed to only the users of remote area networks, the 
individual can expect to see considerable increases to the average power bill, further increasing 
inherent cross-subsidy within the network, which could be considered unfair to the general urban 
electricity user. 
In the event that the DPP was applied to all EBDs throughout New Zealand, MLL would need to 
reduce their notional revenue through lines tariff decreases to prevent DPP limitation breaches. This 
further removes the ability for MLL to recover the costs of the looming rebuilds within the network.  
Given these results, it is likely that the presence of cross-subsidy within the MLL network will remain 
until significant regulatory changes are made that will financially aid electricity distribution 
businesses such as MLL with the maintenance and renewal of uneconomic portions of the 
company’s rural reticulation network.  
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7. Recommendations 
The analysis of the Sounds Feeder identified possibilities that have the ability to reduce the level of 
cross-subsidy within the network and/or reduce the level of investment required when performing 
aged asset replacement across the length of the feeder. 
It is recommended that MLL act upon the installation of RAPS units within the Marlborough Sounds. 
This is an immediate and cost effective method of reducing maintenance costs seen currently, whilst 
increasing the reliability of supply to the consumer. The implementation of RAPS also has the benefit 
of the ability to remove existing distribution lines thus saving MLL $800,000 of otherwise required 
replacement costs. This will reduce the level of current and future cross-subsidy between network 
user groups. The installation of RAPS systems has the disadvantage of demanding the formation of 
individualised supply agreements between the consumer and MLL, which increases complexity, as 
well as demanding regular battery bank replacements and condition monitoring.  
A dedicated asset tariff is also an immediate means of generating increased return from operation of 
the Sounds Feeder, reducing the level of current cross-subsidy. The implementation of such a 
scheme is relatively simple, however the potential revenue increases are minor and it is likely that 
such a scheme would be faced with some consumer resistance. 
It is strongly suggested that MLL do not investigate the initiation of a full user-pays model within the 
Marlborough Sounds region, this is due to the significant negative aspects associated with such a 
policy. It may be possible that MLL consider minor price variations for rural remote consumers, 
above that of what is currently achieved with existing regulation exemptions, however risks still 
apply.  
Increased consumer tariffs across the MLL customer base are likely to be the most effective means 
of covering the cost of asset replacement within the Sounds Feeder. However, given that this issue is 
wide-spread throughout the network, to fund such a large asset renewal program, it is likely that the 
Marlborough public will face significant increases in electricity distribution tariffs over the coming 
years. The level cross-subsidy within the network is a function of the size of MLL’s customer base 
and therefore one method of limiting price increases to the individual is to increase the number of 
customers the company serves. An amalgamation between MLL and other EDBs across the country 
would provide the ability to acquire the necessary capital for asset renewal projects of this nature, 
while minimizing the level of required tariff increases that consumers would face to fund such work.  
An appeal to the New Zealand Government for infrastructure replacement funding is another 
possible solution to prevent the large price increases that would otherwise be imposed upon EDB 
customers. Chatham Islands Electricity Ltd, although a special case, has recently received grants of a 
similar nature. In order for such an outcome to prevail, MLL along with other EDBs would have to 
show the uniformity of this issue across the country as well as the severe financial impacts it will 
have on a country-wide scale. This would likely result in a major restructuring of the electricity 
industry within New Zealand and the formulation of new governing regulation. This could have 
significant impacts on Marlborough Lines Ltd and should be approached with caution. 
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A2. Sounds Feeder Phasing and Pole Age/Location Map  
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A3. Electricity Distribution Businesses of New Zealand
 
1  Marlborough Lines 
 
Overview of Marlborough Lines Limited’s performance 
Summary of Marlborough Lines Limited’s performance from 2008 to 2011 
Recent trends in revenue and demand 
 Marlborough Lines’ revenue from distribution line charges has increased over recent years. Revenue 
from line charges, which made up most of Marlborough Lines’ revenue, increased by around 20% 
from 2008 to 2011, over and above inflation. Distribution line charge revenue from residential and 
commercial customers increased by 18% and from larger-sized customers by 20%. Most of 
Marlborough Lines’ revenue is from residential and commercial customers. 
 The increase in revenue was mostly due to prices rising, but some of it was due to an increase in 
demand. 
 The average price change varied across customer groups. 
o The average price per smaller customer connection increased 15%. The average price per 
unit of electricity delivered to smaller customers increased 17%. 
o The average price per larger customer connection increased 15%. The average price per unit 
of electricity delivered to larger customers increased 5% 
 Demand growth on Marlborough Lines’ network was mixed. The number of larger customer 
connections increased around 5%, while that of smaller customers increased 3%. Larger customers 
increased electricity consumption around 15%. Smaller customers increased electricity consumption 
1%. 
 Marlborough Lines is a consumer owned trust and only subject to information disclosure regulation. 
Marlborough Lines may choose to re-distribute part of its revenue to its consumer-owners or to 
community projects. 
Recent trends in expenditure 
 Marlborough Lines’ total operating expenditure increased by 5% per year over and above inflation. 
In 2011 the largest category of operating expenditure was general management, administration and 
overheads. 
 Capital expenditure increased in recent years. This may reflect the beginning of a large project. The 
largest category of capital expenditure in 2011 was asset replacement and renewal. 
 Forecast network operating expenditure differs in trend and value between forecast rounds. This 
may reflect changes in actual business need, uncertainty, or a short term focus. 
 Marlborough Lines’ forecasts network capital expenditure to fall, followed by an increase in 
investment around 2014. 
Recent trends in service reliability 
 The average duration of network interruptions was above the industry average and increased over 
time. The average frequency of interruptions was generally flat and above the industry average 
every year except 2009. 
All dollar figures in this chapter are adjusted for inflation and expressed in 2011 dollars.   
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Introducing Marlborough Lines Limited 
Marlborough Lines Limited (Marlborough Lines) is an electricity distributor that is subject to 
information disclosure regulation. The table below provides a summary of Marlborough 
Lines’ regulatory status, ownership structure and area of operation. 
Table 17.1: Regulatory status, ownerships structure and operating area 
Regulatory status Subject to information disclosure regulation 
Ownership Marlborough Electric Power Trust (100%) 
Other companies owned by 
Marlborough Lines 
51% share of the network joint venture OtagoNet (via wholly owned subsidiary 
Southern Lines Ltd.) 
50% share of Nelson Electricity 
51% of Otago Power Services Ltd. (Otago-based electricity contracting 
company) 
Regions served Marlborough, Marlborough Sounds 
Note: This information was correct as of February 2012 
Sources: www.marlboroughlines.co.nz, Marlborough Lines, Annual report 2011. 
Marlborough Lines is a comparatively small electricity distributor. Its key financial and 
network statistics for the 2011 disclosure year are summarised below. To illustrate the 
relative size of Marlborough Lines, this information is also presented as a share of the 
industry as a whole. 
Table 17.2: Key financial and network statistics in 2011 
Measure Value Share of industry (%) 
Revenue ($m)  34.8  1.7 
Asset base ($m)  193.3  2.2 
Operating expenditure ($m)  16.7  3.7 
Capital expenditure ($m)  15.2  2.6 
Regulatory profit ($m) 13.5 1.4 
Energy delivered (Gwh)  364  1.2 
Maximum system demand (MW)  70  1.1 
System length (km)  3,349  2.2 
Number of customers (ICPs)  24,270  1.2 
Customer density (ICPs/km) 7.2 
 Note: Regulatory profit is calculated using different assumptions from economic profit or profit found in 
statutory financial statements. To be useful in assessing a company’s economic profitability accounting 
measures usually need to be adjusted and assessed over time. 
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Prices, revenue and demand 
How much do Marlborough Lines’ residential customers pay for lines services? 
A residential customer’s electricity bill is made up of electricity distribution charges, 
electricity transmission charges, the generation cost of electricity, retail costs and GST. 
Marlborough Lines bills energy retailers for electricity distribution services and the retailer 
decides how to pass on these costs to residential customers. The retailer, not Marlborough 
Lines makes the decision on how these charges will be shared among different customers. 
The following figures are for the representative residential customer and may not align with 
the distribution charges passed on to their customers from their retailer. 
Annual line charges relative to the total annual electricity bill for Marlborough Lines’ 
representative customer are shown in Figure 17.1.1 Figure 17.2 then provides a breakdown 
of the total line charge into charges for Marlborough Lines’ distribution services and 
Transpower’s transmission services. 
Figure 17.1: Annual electricity bill and  
line charges for the representative customer ($) 
Figure 17.2: Components of the annual line charge 
($) 
Source: Ministry of Economic Development, Quarterly Survey of Domestic Electricity Prices to February 2011. 
 
The amount of line charge revenue Marlborough Lines collects depends on the demand for 
Marlborough Lines’ services and the prices that Marlborough Lines charges for those 
services. The demand is measured by the quantities Marlborough Lines chooses to bill for, 
eg, the amount of electricity it delivers, capacity, or fixed per connection charges. Each of 
these quantities will have a corresponding price. 
Distributors also get regulated income from other sources, but in the case of Marlborough 
Lines most of it is from line charges. The makeup of Marlborough Lines’ total revenue from 
2008 to 2011 is shown in Figure 17.3, and the trends in the individual components of total 
revenue are shown in Figure 17.4. 
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Figure 17.3: The composition of revenue ($m) Figure 17.4: Trends in revenue components 
(2008=100) 
 
Marlborough Lines’ total revenue increased around 1.4 million dollars from 2008 to 2011 
over and above inflation. The 20% increase in line charge revenue explains most of the 
increase in total revenue from 2008 to 2011. 
Smaller customers made up most of Marlborough Lines’ revenue.2 The amount of line 
charge revenue collected from each customer group and the trends in revenue by customer 
group are shown below. 
Figure 17.5: Total line charge revenue by customer 
group ($m) 
Figure 17.6: Trends in line charge revenue by 
customer group (2008=100) 
 
 
Revenue collected from all customer types increased in recent years. Revenue collected 
from smaller customers increased around 18% from 2008 to 2011. Marlborough Lines’ line 
charge revenue from its larger customers increased around 20%. Line charge revenue 
collected from the largest five customers increased 30% from 2008 to 2011. 
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What is the average price of electricity lines services? 
The amount of line charge revenue electricity distributors collect varies because of price 
changes and changes in the quantities retailers are billed for. Distributors frequently use the 
amount of electricity delivered and a fixed connection charge as a basis for billing for their 
services. It is the electricity retailer who decides how to pass on these costs to customers. 
To understand the reasons for changes in Marlborough Lines’ revenue we look at average 
revenue per customer connection and average revenue per unit of electricity delivered, as 
shown in the figures below.3 We use these average revenue measures as a measure of 
prices for different customer groups. 
The average line charge revenue per connection for each customer group is shown below in 
Figure 17.7. We compare trends in average line charge revenue by customer group in Figure 
17.8. 
Figure 17.7: Average line charge revenue per 
connection ($’000) 
Figure 17.8: Trends in average line charge revenue  
per connection (2008=100) 
 
Average revenue per connection increased for all customer types from 2008. Average 
revenue per unit of electricity delivered to smaller and larger customers increased around 
15% from 2008 to 2011. Line charge revenue per unit of electricity delivered to the largest 
five customers increased around 31% from 2008 to 2011. 
 
The average line charge revenue per unit of electricity by each customer grouping between 
2008 and 2011 is shown below in Figure 17.9. We compare trends in average line charge 
revenue by customer group in Figure 17.10. 
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Figure 17.9: Average line charge revenue per kWh of 
electricity consumed (cents) 
Figure 17.10: Trends in average line charge revenue 
per kWh (2008=100) 
 
Line charge revenue per unit of electricity was highest for smaller customers and decreased 
as customer size increased. In 2011 line charge revenue per unit of electricity for larger and 
the largest five customer was around the same. Line charge revenue per unit of electricity 
from smaller customers increased 17% from 2008 to 2011. Revenue per unit of electricity 
from larger and the largest five customers increased 5% and 51% respectively from 2008 to 
2011. 
The increase in revenue is mostly due to prices increasing faster than inflation, but some of 
it was likely to have resulted from growth in the quantities Marlborough Lines uses for 
billing, ie, demand. 
Marlborough Lines is community-owned and may choose to re-distribute part of its revenue 
to its consumer-owners. This may mean that the effective price consumer-owners pay for 
distribution charges is lower than that shown in the figures above. It may also decide to re-
distribute part of its revenue to community projects. 
How many customers are connected to the network? 
The number of connections and the trends in the number of connections for the different 
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Figure 17.11: Number of connections by  
customer group (000s)  
Figure 17.12: Trends in number of connections by 
customer group (2008=100) 
Note: The five largest connections are excluded from these graphs as the number of connections stays 
constant. 
The vast majority of Marlborough Lines’ connections are with smaller customers. Smaller 
customer connections grew around 3% from 2008 to 2011. The number of larger-sized 
customer connections grew around 5% from 2008 to 2011. 
How much electricity do customers use? 
The breakdown of electricity consumption for each customer group, and trends in 
consumption from 2008 to 2011 are shown below. 
Figure 17.13: Total electricity consumption by 
customer group (GWh) 
Figure 17.14: Trends in electricity consumption by 
customer group (2008=100) 
 
Smaller customers made up over half of total electricity consumption from 2008 to 2011 
with larger customers making up an additional third. Larger customers increased electricity 
consumption around 15% while smaller customers increased consumption around 1%. 
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How much has Marlborough Lines spent on its network in recent years? 
To help understand the Marlborough Lines’ recent expenditure to deliver electricity 
distribution services, we have examined the components of operating expenditure and 
capital expenditure. This includes analysing trends in total operating and capital 
expenditure, as well as unit operating and capital expenditure. 
What Marlborough Lines spends on each of its main operating activities 
To help understand the priority of spending between different cost categories we break 
down operating expenditure into different operating activities.4 The makeup of 
Marlborough Lines’ 2011 operating expenditure is shown in Figure 17.15. 
Figure 17.15: Makeup of 2011 operating expenditure ($m) 
 
Marlborough Lines’ largest category of operating expenditure was general management, 
administration and overheads, with the remaining operating expenditure mostly going 
toward other categories related to the operation and maintenance of the network. 
Understanding operating expenditure over time 
The table below shows trends in Marlborough Lines’ operating expenditure from 2008 to 
2011.  
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  To provide this split, the electricity distributor had to make assumptions about the allocation to different 
activities. The accuracy of this allocation may vary between suppliers. 
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Table 17.3: Operating expenditure from 2008 to 2011 ($m) 
  2008 2009 2010 2011 Trend growth 
Network operating expenditure  - - - 7.6 
 Non-network operating expenditure  - - - 8.7 
 Pass-through and other costs  - - - 0.3 
 Total operating expenditure  14.7 14.6 15.9 16.7 5%
Note: Network operating expenditure includes service interruptions and emergencies, routine and corrective 
maintenance and replacement and renewal. Non-network operating expenditure includes system operations, 
network support and business support. 
Less than half of total operating expenditure in 2011 was related to maintenance, repairs 
and expansion in the network while the rest went to activities not directly related to the 
network. The trend growth in total operating expenditure was 5% from 2008 to 2011. 
Understanding trends in operating expenditure per unit 
The level of operating expenditure required by a distributor depends on the particular 
characteristics of the distributor. For example, the more customers a distributor serves, the 
more electricity it delivers over its network, and the larger the size of the network, the 
higher you might expect the distributors operating expenditure to be. 
To help understand changes in operating expenditure, we have calculated unit operating 
expenditure using three measures of scale: the number of connection points that 
Marlborough Lines delivers electricity to, consumption of electricity (MWh), and network 
length. This helps understand Marlborough Lines’ performance over time, and against the 
other electricity distributors in the industry on average. 
Figure 17.16: Trends in operating expenditure per unit 
 
All three measures of unit operating expenditure indicate Marlborough Lines’ operating 
expenditure was generally increasing from 2008 to 2011. All three unit operating 
expenditure measures indicate Marlborough Lines’ had higher levels of operating 
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Marlborough Lines’ recent investments 
Capital expenditure is focused on delivering services to customers over the longer term and 
can vary significantly from year to year depending on the projects undertaken.5 The makeup 
of Marlborough Lines’ capital expenditure in 2011 is shown in Figure 17.17. 
Figure 17.17: Makeup of capital expenditure in 2011 ($m) 
 
Note: Customer connection capital expenditure includes expenditure that is recoverable in total, or in part, by 
capital contributions. 
Most of Marlborough Lines’ capital expenditure in 2011 went towards asset replacement 
and renewal, system growth and expenditure related to reliability, safety and environment. 
Understanding capital expenditure over time 
The table below shows capital spending from 2008 to 2011. 
Table 17.4: Capital expenditure from 2008 to 2011 ($m) 
  2008 2009 2010 2011 
Network capital expenditure  11.3 11.6 14.1 14.6 
Non-network capital expenditure 1.8 1.7 0.7 0.7 
Total capital expenditure  13.1 13.3 14.8 15.2 
Note: Network capital expenditure is expenditure on assets that form part of the distribution network. Non-
network capital expenditure is expenditure on assets that do not form part of the distribution network, eg, 
office buildings, depots, workshops, motor vehicles, tools, plant and machinery. 
Most capital expenditure from 2008 to 2011 was related Marlborough Lines’ network. 
Capital expenditure increased from 2008 to 2011. This may reflect the beginning of a large 
project. 
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We have not calculated trend growth because with only four years of data such trends 
provide only limited insight. For example, for a relatively small electricity distributor a single 
project may have a large impact on reported year on year expenditure. 
Understanding capital expenditure per unit over time 
As with operating expenditure, the level of capital expenditure required by a distributor 
depends on the particular characteristics of the distributor. For example, increases in capital 
expenditure may result from the need to connect new customers or upgrade the lines, or 
the need to replace or refurbish ageing assets. 
To help understand the reasons for changes in total capital expenditure from 2008 to 2011, 
we have calculated unit capital expenditure based on the number of connections that 
Marlborough Lines delivers electricity to, the quantity of electricity consumed (MWh), and 
the Regulatory Asset Base (RAB) (as a broad indicator of the rate at which assets are being 
replaced). 
Figure 17.18: Capital expenditure per unit 
 
Average industry unit capital expenditure was flat over the period 2008 to 2011 as 
measured by all three unit capital expenditure measures. For Marlborough Lines capital 
expenditure per customer and per unit of electricity indicate a generally increasing level of 
network capital expenditure. Capital expenditure per value of the RAB was flat from 2008 to 
2011. All three unit capital expenditure measures indicate that Marlborough Lines invested 
more in its network more than the industry average from 2008 to 2011. 
How much is Marlborough Lines planning to spend on its network in the future? 
To operate, maintain and enhance its assets to deliver the services customers want, 
Marlborough Lines must continue to spend on its network. Marlborough Lines reports its 
planned expenditure in its Asset Management Plan. 
In 2009, 2010 and 2011 Marlborough Lines made network operating expenditure forecasts 
for the five-years ahead. We have compared these forecasts to the actual network 
operating expenditure in 2010 and 2011 in Figure 17.19. To help understand the accuracy of 
previous forecasts, the differences between actual and forecast network operating 
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Figure 17.19: Actual and forecast network operating 
expenditure ($m) 
Figure 17.20: Difference between actual and forecast 
network operating expenditure ($m) 
 
Note: The scale in Figure 17.19 was chosen to highlight the features of the data. 
Forecast network operating expenditure was flat or increasing in each forecast round. This 
may reflect changes in actual business need, uncertainty or a short term focus. The 2009 
forecast under estimated actual network operating expenditure in 2010 and 2011. The 2010 
forecast under estimated actual network operating expenditure in 2011. 
Our assessment of forecast accuracy is limited by the lack of forecasts for non-network 
operating expenditure. As shown in Table 17.3 over half of Marlborough Lines’ total 
operating expenditure was made up of non-network expenditure. Electricity distributors will 
disclose forecasts for non-network operating expenditure in the future. 
In 2009, 2010 and 2011 Marlborough Lines also made network capital expenditure forecasts 
for the five-years ahead. We have compared these to actual network capital expenditure in 
2010 and 2011 in Figure 17.21. The differences between actual and forecast network capital 
expenditure in 2010 and 2011 are shown below in Figure 17.22. 
Figure 17.21: Actual and forecast network capital 
expenditure ($m) 
Figure 17.22: Difference between actual and forecast 
network capital expenditure ($m) 
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Marlborough Lines’ network capital expenditure forecasts have different trends between 
forecast rounds. This may reflect changes in actual business need, the uncertainty of 
scheduling projects in future periods and the opportunity to update forecasts in its Asset 
Management Plan annually. The 2009 forecast was similar to actual network capital 
expenditure in 2010, while the 2009 and 2010 forecasts were higher than 2011 actual 
expenditure. 
  




Network reliability is an indicator of the level of service quality that customers receive. 
Marlborough Lines is not subject to price-quality regulation, and is not therefore required to 
maintain its level of interruptions below a set threshold. Trends in interruptions on 
Marlborough Lines’ network relative to the industry average from 2008 to 2011 are shown 
in the figures below. 
Figure 17.23: Trends in the average duration of 
network interruptions (SAIDI)  
Figure 17.24:
 
Trends in the average number of 
network interruptions (SAIFI) 
 
Note: SAIDI means System Average Interruption Duration Index. SAIFI means System Average Interruption 
Frequency Index. 
Marlborough Lines’ average duration of interruptions was greater than the industry average 
and also increased from 2008 to 2011. The average frequency of interruptions was greater 
than the industry average for all years except 2009 from 2008 to 2011. 6 
                                                     
6
  Trends in the average number of network interruptions (SAIFI) and the average duration of network 
interruptions (SAIDI) have not been adjusted for maximum event days. Such events may be considered to 
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Marlborough Lines Limited Electricity Line Charges from 1 April 2012 
Marlborough Lines Limited Electricity Line Charges from 1 April 2012                 
Marlborough Lines is pleased to announce that subject to there being no legislative or regulatory changes which would adversely affect the provision and/or receipt of discounts it will continue its policy of providing discounts to qualifying consumers in 2012/13.  The terms on which the 
discount is available are set out below.
A qualifying consumer is any person who is connected to the Marlborough Lines network on an as yet unspecified date in March 2013  at an installation which had been connected at any time between 1 February 2012 to 31 January 2013 and is not within the Network's Remote Area  , .
Th  t t l t f f d  hi h ill b  t d t  lif i   b   f di t ill b   ti t d $7 105 illi  l di  GST   Th  t f di t hi h ill b  id t  h lif i   d d   th  li  h  id f   i t ll ti  i  th  i d f  e o a amoun o un s w c w e re urne o qua y ng consumers y way o scoun w e an es ma e . m on exc u ng . e amoun o scoun w c w e pa o eac qua y ng consumer epen s on e ne c arges pa or an ns a a on n e per o rom
1 February 2012 to 31 January 2013.  The minimum rates at which the discount will be applied for the various line charges are set out in the price schedule below.
Discounts will be calculated by Marlborough Lines, based on the information provided to it by the electricity retailers, and paid to the retailers towards the end of March 2013. Marlborough Lines will arrange for the electricity retailers to pass on the discount directly to each qualifying 
consumer   .
Distribution Transmission  Estimated No of ICPS 
C d D i ti P i  U it Price Pre-Discount Discount C t C t N tas ato e escr p on r ce n 1 April 2012 * 1 April 2012 * omponen omponen o es31 M h 2012 1 April 2012 1 April 2012 arc
 Non Remote   Remote  All prices quoted are exclusive of GST 
Residential Connections - Standard Option
Daily Fixed Charges
DS D il  h    t  20kVA it $ / d 1 003                         0 205                 0 722                     0 281                      14 311         a y c arge - up o capac y ay . . . . ,
Fixed charge for codes  01  12 & 18
DT Daily charge - above 20kVA capacity $ / day 1.998                         0.408                 1.564                     0.434                      593              69           
,
Fixed charge for codes 01  12 & 18
DSNL Daily charge - up to 20kVA capacity $ / d 1 003                         0 20                 0 22                     0 281                            2 090 
,
 if L  Fi d Ch  (DL)  i  t il blay . . 5 .7 . , - ow xe arge s no ava a e
Energy Based Charges - for DS, DSNL or DT codes
01 Uncontrolled Energy c / kWh 7 407                         1 511                 6 853                     0 554                      Standard "Anytime" Energy. . . .
13 h  t ll d   N t  112 our con ro e energy - o e c / kWh 4.331                         0.884                 3.777                     0.554                      Normally for minimum of 15 hours per 24 hour period
18 8 hour controlled energy - Note 1 c / kWh 1 877                         0 383                 1 323                     0 554                      Supply 11pm to 7am all days. . . .
Residential Connections - Low Fixed Option - Only available in Non-Remote Areas and for Installations which are < 15Kva and single phase or two phase
Daily Fixed Charges
DL Daily charge  up to 15kVA capacity  Note 2 $ / d 0 150                         0 031                                          0 150                      3 586           Fi d h  f  d  11  16 &  17 - - ay . . - . , xe c arge or co es ,
Energy Based Charges - for DL code 
11 Uncontrolled energy c / kWh 11 300                       2 305                 10 204                   1 096                      . . . .
16 13 hour controlled energy  Note 1  / kWh 8 220                         1 676                 7 124                     1 096                      A il bl  ith fi d h  d  DL- c . . . . va a e w xe c arge co e
17 8 hour controlled energy - Note 1 c / kWh 5.766                         1.176                 4.670                     1.096                      
Non-Residential Group 1 - up to 45kVA - includes 3 phase 60 Amp Capacity
Daily Fixed Charges
NS Daily charge up to 15kVA $ / day 1 453                         0 296                 1 245                     0 208                      945              39           . . . .
NH Daily charge up to 16 to 30kVA $ / day 1.951                         0.398                 1.540                     0.411                      292              137         Fixed charge for codes 02, 20, 22, & 28
NT Daily charge up to 31 to 45kVA $ / day 2 927                         0 597                 2 313                     0 614                      1 387           43           . . . . ,
Energy Based Charges  for NS  NH or NT codes- ,
02 Uncontrolled Energy c / kWh 7.317                         1.493                 6.770                     0.547                      
20 20 hour controlled energy  Note 1 c / kWh 5 831                         1 190                 5 284                     0 547                      - . . . .
22 13 hour controlled energy  Note 1 / 4 278                         0 873                 3 731                     0 547                      
Available with  fixed charge codes NS, NH or NT- c  kWh . . . .
28 8 hour controlled energy - Note 1 c / kWh 1.854                         0.378                 1.307                     0.547                      
Marlborough Lines Limited Electricity Line Charges from 1 April 2012 
Distribution Transmission  Estimated No of ICPS 
C d D i ti P i  U it Price Pre-Discount Discount C t C t N t to e escr p on r ce n 1 April 2012 * 1 April 2012 * omponen omponen o esas a31 20121 April 2012 1 April 2012  March  
 Non Remote   Remote  All prices quoted are exclusive of GST 
N R id ti l G  1   t  45kVA  i l d  3 h  60 A  C iton- es en a roup - up o - nc u es p ase mp apac y
Unmetered Supplies
US Unmetered supplies up to 8kWh per day $ / day 2 037                         0 416                 1 806                     0 231                      29                6             Available for unmetered supply up to 8kWh per day. . . .
$ A il bl  f  t d l   8kWh  dUL Unmetered supplies above 8kWh per day  / day 3.132                         0.639                 2.855                     0.277                      3                  2             va a e or unme ere supp y over per ay
Non Residential Group 2  45 to 70 kVA Capacity- -
Daily Fixed Charges
RT Daily charge   46 to 70kVA $ / day 7 982                         1 628                 6 773                     1 209                      254              11           Fixed charge applicable to code 03, 30, 22 & 28. . . .
Energy Based Charges  for RT code-
03 Uncontrolled Energy c / kWh 5.831                         1.190                 5.284                     0.547                      
30 20 hour controlled energy - Note 1 c / kWh 5 257                         1 072                 4 710                     0 547                      . . . .
22 13 hour controlled energy  Note 1  / kWh 4 278                         0 873                 3 731                     0 547                      
Available with fixed charge code RT- c . . . .
28 8 hour controlled energy - Note 1 c / kWh 1.854                         0.378                 1.307                     0.547                      
G 3 1 140 CNon-Residential roup  - 7  to  kVA apacity
Daily Fixed Charges
RV Daily charge 70 to 105kVA $ / day 14 176                       2 892                 12 365                   1 811                      78                2             . . . .
Fixed charge for codes 04, 22 & 28
RX Daily charge 106 to 140kVA $ / day 18.901                       3.856                 16.487                   2.414                      53                2             
Energy Based Charges - for RV or RX code
04 Uncontrolled Energy  / kWh 5 257                         1 072                 4 710                     0 547                      A il bl  ith  fi d h  d  RV  RXc . . . . va a e w xe c arge co es or
22 13 hour controlled energy - Note 1 c / kWh 4.278                         0.873                 3.731                     0.547                      Normally for minimum of 15 hours per 24 hour period
28 8 hour controlled energy - Note 1 c / kWh 1 854                         0 378                 1 307                     0 547                      Supply 11pm to 7am all days. . . .
Group 4 - above 140 kVA Capacity - Low Voltage Supply 
Daily Fixed Charges
BF D il  h $ / d 6 291                         1 283                 6 291                                               110              Fi d h  f  d  05/1  05/2  06/1 & 06/2a y c arge ay . . . - xe c arge or co es , ,
Energy Based Charges - for BF code LV metering
05/1 Winter Day energy Note 3 c / kWh 2 290                         0 467                 1 743                     0 547                      . . . .
S  & Wi t  Ni ht  N t  305/2 & 06/2 ummer n er g energy o e c / kWh 0.362                         0.074                 0.010                     0.352                      Available with code BF with LV metering
06/1 Summer Day energy Note 3 c / kWh 1 624                         0 331                 1 077                     0 547                      . . . .
Demand & Peak Charges
WL Winter Peak Demand - Minimum 100kVA $ / kVA / M th
Based on Monthly Maximum half hour demand between 7am & 
-  Notes 4 & 5 on 27 934                       5 699                 23 601                   4 333                      11pm, 1 May to 30 September. . . .
AL C it  h  N t  5 $ / kVA / M th 5 135                         1 048                 4 728                     0 407                      Based on Actual or Assessed / Installed Capacityapac y c arge o e on . . . .
Marlborough Lines Limited Electricity Line Charges from 1 April 2012 
Distribution Transmission  Estimated No of ICPS 
C d D i ti P i  U it Price Pre-Discount Discount C t C t N t to e escr p on r ce n 1 April 2012 * 1 April 2012 * omponen omponen o esas a31 20121 April 2012 1 April 2012  March  
 Non Remote   Remote  All prices quoted are exclusive of GST 
Group 4 - above 140 kVA Capacity - High Voltage Supply
Daily Fixed Charges
$ Fi d h  f  d  65/1  65/2  66/1 & 66/2BF Daily charge  / day 6.291                         1.283                 6.291                     -                          6                  xe c arge or co es , ,
Energy Based Charges - for BF code HV metering
65/1 Winter Day energy Note 3 c / kWh 2 216                         0 452                 1 685                     0 531                      . . . .
S  & Wi t  Ni ht  N t  365/2 & 66/2 ummer n er g energy o e c / kWh 0.353                         0.072                 0.001                     0.352                      Available with code BF with HV metering
66/1 Summer Day energy Note 3 c / kWh 1 568                         0 320                 1 037                     0 531                      . . . .
C it  & P k D d Ch    HV E i t b  MLLapac y ea eman arges - qu pmen y
Winter Peak Demand - Minimum 100kVA $ / kVA / M th
Based on Monthly Maximum half hour demand between 7am & 
WM -  Notes 4 & 5 on 26 909                       5 489                 23 490                   3 419                      11pm, 1 May to 30 September. . . .
AM C it  h  N t  5 $ / kVA / M th 4 958                         1 011                 4 636                     0 322                      Based on Actual or Assessed / Installed Capacityapac y c arge o e on . . . .
Capacity & Peak Demand Charges  - HV Equipment by Consumer
Based on Monthly Maximum half hour demand between 7am & 
Winter Peak Demand - Min. 100kVA Notes 4 & 5 $ / kVA / Month 2 63 21 22 1 3 19 11  1 M  t  30 S t bWH 5.5                       5. 5                 . 44                   .4                      pm, ay o ep em er
AH Capacity Charge Note 5 $ / kVA / Month 4.710                         0.961                 4.388                     0.322                      Based on Actual or Assessed / Installed Capacity
Irrigation and Similar Seasonal Loads 
Fixed Charges
PM C it  Ch  Mi i $ / day 2 441                         0 498                 2 025                     0 416                      166              Fixed charge for installed capacity 7 5kW to 23kWapac y arge n mum . . . . .
PK Capacity Charge $/ kW / Day 0.107                         0.022                 0.088                     0.019                      167              Fixed charge  for installed capacity > 23kW
Fixed charge for installed capacity > 23kWProvided Capacity Charge $ / kVA / Day ith dditi l t f  itPH 0.068                         0.014                 0.049                     0.019                      2                  w a ona rans ormer capac y
Energy Based Charges - for PM,PK and PH codes
96 20 hour Controlled  - Seasonal Energy Notes 1 & 6 c / kWh 2.473                         0.504                 1.926                     0.547                      Available with Codes PK, PH or PM Sept to May only
97 N  S l E   N t  6  / kWh 20 541                       4 190                 19 994                   0 547                      A il bl   ith C d  PK  PH  PM J  t  A t on easona nergy o e c . . . . va a e w o es , or une o ugus
Controlled Street Lighting - Group Customers
80 St t li ht E   / kWh 0 913                         0 186                 0 463                     0 450                      Available with codes MDCFC  PMFC  RNZFCree g nergy c . . . . , ,
MDCFC  MDC/Transit Street lighting Fixed Charge $ / month 12,413.37                  2,532.33            12,359.61              53.760                    1                  
PMFC Port Marlborough Street lighting Fixed Charge $ / month 452 27                       452 270                 -                          1                  . .
SQ S $ / 867 20                       867 200                 Based on current light quantitiesPort Marlborough treet lighting - Maintenance  month . . -                          
RNZAF RNZAF Woodbourne Street lighting Fixed Charge $ / month 231 81                       231 810                 -                          1                  . .
Controlled Street Lighting - Individual Customers 
PSLT1 Privately Owned Streetlights less than 150W $ / fitting / month 15 00                         15 00                                               3                  . . -
PS T2 P i l  O d S li h   h  1 0W $ / fi i  / h 20 00                         20 00                                               1                  
Includes maintenance charge
L r vate y wne treet g ts greater t an 5 tt ng mont . . -
Marlborough Lines Limited Electricity Line Charges from 1 April 2012 
Distribution Transmission  Estimated No of ICPS 
C d D i ti P i  U it Price Pre-Discount Discount C t C t N t to e escr p on r ce n 1 April 2012 * 1 April 2012 * omponen omponen o esas a31 20121 April 2012 1 April 2012  March  
 Non Remote   Remote  All prices quoted are exclusive of GST 
Power Factor Charges
PFT Power Factor  ToU ICPs Note 7 $ / kVAr / Month 9 472                         9 472                                               Based on actual power factor derived from ToU data- . . -
B d  d  f t  f  h ICPPFI Power Factor  - Non-ToU ICPs Note 7 $ / kVAr / Day 0.312                         0.312                     -                          ase on assesse power ac or or eac
Total ICPs 21 989         2 401      , ,
  General Conditions
 Wh  ti   t  C it  G   E  l t d h   il bl  M lb h Li   th  i ht t  i   t  i   th  h  ti  f  th  f ll     li bl  ere op ons as o apac y roup or nergy re a e c arges are ava a e, ar oroug nes reserves e r g o requ re consumers o rema n on e c osen op on or e u year or season as app ca e.
 The areas considered by Marlborough Lines to be Remote, and for which no discount is payable are identified on the map on Marlborough Lines web site  www.marlboroughlines.co.nz 
 Where an installation supplying seasonal loads or casually occupied premises is reconnected within 12 months from the date of any disconnection  Marlborough Lines reserves the right to charge fixed charges for the period of disconnection   
N t  1 C t ll d L d i  d  i  i  i i  l d  t  b  i t ll d d bj t t  t ti  i l  t l  Mi i  l d  
, .
o e on ro e oa pr ce co es requ re var ous m n mum oa s o e ns a e an su ec o au oma c r pp e con ro . n mum oa s are:
Price Codes 12, 16, 17, 18,  22 and 28 minimum load  - 1.5kW
Price Code 96  97  97/1 and 97/2 minimum load 7 5kW, , - .
Price Codes 20 and 30 minimum load - ` 10kW
Note 2 Qualification conditions apply for use of the Domestic Low Fixed Price Option - Fixed Charge Codes DL  Consumers should contact their Electricity Retailer or Marlborough Lines for details
Note 3
. .
For Group 4  the Day period is from 7am to 11pm  and the Winter period from 1 May to 30 September inclusive                                                                                                                                                                        , , .
Note 4 Winter Peak Demand charges apply to the highest monthly average half-hourly demand between 7am and 11pm in the months May to September. A minimum chargeable demand of 100kVA applies in these months.
Note 5 All Group 4 charges are applied per ICP on a calendar month basis
Note 6
.
Supply to Irrigation & similar summer loads will generally be available for a minimum of 20 hours per day between 1 October and 30 April  with supply availability at other times being subject to system loading conditions, .
Note 7 Where the actual or assessed mean power factor at the time of the six highest monthly demands at an installation falls below 0.95, Marlborough Lines may charge the power factor charge.
# of ICPs


















Revenue to Meet 
Cost
2505 1,244,932                2.01                   1,821,612.38$    727.19$              1,225,095.87$             915,817.12$                  164,804.79$       484,105.40-$         27%
1107 283,338                    3.91                   797,639.15$       720.54$              623,388.51$                593,245.21$                  63,213.82$         482,208.39-$         60%
3250 - Mahau 261 30,954                      8.43                   165,575.80$       634.39$              9,606.08$                     226,301.16$                  70,331.44-$            42%
3251 - Onahau/Lochmara 277 27,707                      10.00                181,087.18$       653.74$              100,053.30$                67,860.36$                    13,173.52$            -7%
3252  - Portage 77 10,538                      7.31                   70,833.71$          919.92$              73,675.35$                   48,994.95$                    51,836.59-$            73%
3253 - Blackwood Bay 51 10,595                      4.81                   32,094.95$          629.31$              131,445.55$                1,672.18$                       101,022.78-$         315%
3254 - Ruakaka 64 12,037                      5.32                   35,150.95$          549.23$              25,157.35$                   149,470.06$                  139,476.46-$         397%
3255 - BOMC 81 18,357                      4.41                   75,692.53$          934.48$              10,146.51$                   14,102.42$                    51,443.60$            -68%
3256 - Endeavour Inlet 84 19,658                      4.27                   82,538.54$          982.60$              18,811.43$                   12,387.68$                    51,339.43$            -62%
3257 - Port Gore 17 25,038                      0.68                   11,369.80$          668.81$              24,501.79$                   21,295.94$                    34,427.93-$            303%
3258 - Waitaria 18 10,721                      1.68                   12,838.41$          713.25$              33,526.35$                   2,876.55$                       23,564.49-$            184%
3259 - Homewood 141 58,956                      2.39                   97,680.86$          692.77$              121,607.74$                41,629.53$                    65,556.41-$            67%
3260 - Beatrix Bay 36 47,620                      0.76                   32,776.42$          910.46$              74,857.07$                   6,654.38$                       48,735.03-$            149%
570 204,728                    2.78                   367,289.96$       644.37$              291,103.99$                134,167.67$                  24,234.09$         82,215.79-$           22%
3360 - Okiwi Bay 192 18,279                      10.50                124,829.16$       650.15$              36,114.57$                   10,160.57$                    78,554.02$            -63%
3361 - Tennyson Inlet 156 10,070                      15.49                83,244.97$          533.62$              10,561.36$                   10,751.78$                    61,931.83$            -74%
3362 - Croiselles 37 16,627                      2.23                   26,406.26$          713.68$              31,870.03$                   33,423.63$                    38,887.40-$            147%
3363 - Okuri 31 35,809                      0.87                   18,703.61$          603.34$              40,676.89$                   13,262.19$                    35,235.47-$            188%
3364 - Port Ligar 82 42,779                      1.92                   53,105.12$          647.62$              23,765.71$                   15,621.49$                    13,717.92$            -26%
3365 - French Pass 36 9,092                        3.96                   27,212.36$          755.90$              92,834.52$                   32,946.46$                    98,568.62-$            362%
3366 - D'urville Island East 24 30,564                      0.79                   20,874.39$          869.77$              25,689.80$                   10,045.94$                    14,861.35-$            71%
3367 - D'urville Island West 12 32,616                      0.37                   12,914.09$          1,076.17$           29,591.11$                   7,955.61$                       24,632.63-$            191%
410 142,919                    2.87                   310,198.93$       756.58$              258,739.62$                170,326.56$                  45,142.64$         164,009.89-$         53%
3301 - Whatamango 156 7,075                        22.05                124,597.81$       798.70$              36,295.32$                   10,612.04$                    77,690.45$            -62%
3302 - Curious Cove 28 11,023                      2.54                   22,494.27$          803.37$              39,864.41$                   9,917.33$                       27,287.47-$            121%
3303 - Haka Haka 5 2,890                        1.73                   8,490.75$            1,698.15$           51,197.60$                   10,449.97$                    53,156.82-$            626%
3304 - Port Underwood West 71 17,493                      4.06                   41,450.51$          583.81$              18,880.42$                   26,185.45$                    3,615.36-$              9%
3305 - Port Underwood East 51 17,144                      2.97                   34,899.87$          684.31$              34,208.81$                   31,718.18$                    31,027.12-$            89%
3306 - Tory Channel 46 36,331                      1.27                   33,925.20$          737.50$              59,898.65$                   45,235.24$                    71,208.69-$            210%
3307 - Arapawa Island 53 33,669                      1.57                   44,340.52$          836.61$              18,394.41$                   36,208.35$                    10,262.24-$            23%
418 20,305                      20.59                346,484.34$       828.91$              51,863.75$                  18,077.68$                    32,214.24$         244,328.67$         -71%
3211 - Grove Arm 418 20,305                      20.59                346,484.34$       828.91$              51,863.75$                   18,077.68$                    276,542.91$         -80%
24,953    2,175,867                11.47                37,294,856.17$  1,494.60$           8,526,000.00$             5,904,154.90$               4,779,000.00$    18,085,701.27$    
*No method to apportion transmission costs to parent areas
** Annual depreciation and maintenance affect multiple areas, not included in calculations
†Waikawa feeder tranmission costs estimated based on ICP ratio remote:non remote
Marlborough Sounds Remote Area Profitability Analysis - FY 13
Marlborough Sounds Profitability
Sounds Feeder - Linkwater Substation
French Pass Feeder - Rai Valley Substation
Waikawa Feeder - Picton Substation




Estimated Total Rebuild Costs - WASP/GIS Financial Year FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14
Materials 5,325,106.73$     14
Labour/Transport 24,540,887.27$   Project Year 0
Total 29,865,994.00$   
% Materials to Labour 17.83%
Customers
Revenues # of ICPs 1090 1097 1101 1107 1111
Annual Increase in Lines Charges 2.95% Revenues
Annual Increase of Lines Charges - inflation 1.325% Fixed 413,746.48$    $                           406,855.28  $  420,765.06  $  451,675.45  $          492,863.15 
Variable 314,127.86$    $                           326,624.52  $  337,553.94  $  342,302.74 
Total 727,874.34$  733,479.80$                           758,319.00$  793,978.20$  804,498.41$          
Charge Altreration to cover construction Required Revenue
% of Fixed Costs to Total costs Average 67.07% Difference
Percentage Increase upon Fixed Costs 152.66% total increase
Expenses Rebuilds/CAPEX
Annual Vegetation Control Budget 200,000.00$        Renewals to date As found in Finance 1 58,600.00$                             28,564.00$     62,939.69$     
First Year Increase 0.255 Materials Assume equal distribution across  +20y 5,325,106.73$       
Decreasing Opex Factor to allow for new lines -0.070 Labour/Transport Assume equal distribution across  +20y 24,540,887.27$    
Avg annual OPEX 194,181.64$        Total 58,600.00$                             28,564.00$     62,939.69$     29,865,994.00$    
Avg Annual Veg 283,786.20$        
OPEX
Annual  Expense for Maintenance beyounf FY34 $75,000 PM and Faults As found in Finance 1 186,253.00$                           274,996.00$   121,295.93$   80,000.00$            
Vegitation Control 306,344.00$                           136,005.00$   409,009.59$   200,000.00$          
Tranmsission Costs 63,213.82$     $65,000
Total 492,597.00$                           411,001.00$  593,519.34$  345,000.00$          
Total Expenses 551,197.00$                           439,565.00$  656,459.03$  30,210,994.00$    
EBITDA 182,282.80$                           318,754.00$  137,519.17$  29,406,495.59-$    
 Required Cumulative EBITDA -$                 29,406,495.59-$    
Economic Figures
OCC 4.50% Annual Debt 0 29,865,994.00-$   
NPV(20years) -$10,272,268.99 Summed 0 29,865,994.00-$    
NPV(45years) $2,481,691.07 FY14
IRR(20 years) 0.34% -$                        
IRR(45 years) 4.997% 29,865,994.00-$    
1,214,203.00$       
Payback FY35
Assumptions Past Financials
Maintenance classification change in 2012, thus spending allocations are distorted
Lines charges dependant on ROE target and Transmission Proce Increase. Revenue assumed by average increase over last three financial years 
Note: Revenue Data includes inflation, this needs to be removed from future revenue collection
Model does not take into account scrapping old infrastructure
45years life expectancy given by the commerce comission as given in ODV handbook
Model does not include any depreciation expense
Revenue - Operational Expenses
Reconstruction of Sounds Feeder Assets Pre 1989 inc Current Maintenance
Funds available for ROE service
Cumulative Cost (ROE = 4.5%)
FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1116 1121 1126 1131 1136 1141 1146 1151 1156 1161 1166 1171
815,158.01$                   825,958.86$        836,902.81$        847,991.77$        859,227.67$        870,612.43$        882,148.05$        893,836.51$        905,679.84$        917,680.10$        929,839.36$        942,159.73$        
1,649,765.77$                1,671,625.17$     1,693,774.20$     1,716,216.71$     1,738,956.58$     1,761,997.75$     1,785,344.22$     1,809,000.04$     1,832,969.29$     1,857,256.13$     1,881,864.77$     1,906,799.48$     
834,607.76$                   845,666.31$        856,871.39$        868,224.93$        879,728.91$        891,385.32$        903,196.18$        915,163.53$        927,289.44$        939,576.03$        952,025.41$        964,639.75$        
1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088
-$                                 -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       
80,000.00$                     80,000.00$           80,000.00$           80,000.00$           80,000.00$           80,000.00$           80,000.00$           80,000.00$           80,000.00$           80,000.00$           80,000.00$           80,000.00$           
200,000.00$                   200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        
$65,293 $65,585 $65,878 $66,170 $66,463 $66,755 $67,048 $67,340 $67,633 $67,925 $68,218 $68,510
345,292.53$                   345,585.06$        345,877.59$        346,170.12$        346,462.65$        346,755.18$        347,047.70$        347,340.23$        347,632.76$        347,925.29$        348,217.82$        348,510.35$        
345,292.53$                   345,585.06$        345,877.59$        346,170.12$        346,462.65$        346,755.18$        347,047.70$        347,340.23$        347,632.76$        347,925.29$        348,217.82$        348,510.35$        
1,304,473.24$                1,326,040.11$     1,347,896.61$     1,370,046.59$     1,392,493.93$     1,415,242.58$     1,438,296.52$     1,461,659.80$     1,485,336.52$     1,509,330.84$     1,533,646.95$     1,558,289.13$     
28,102,022.35-$             26,775,982.24-$   25,428,085.63-$   24,058,039.04-$   22,665,545.11-$   21,250,302.53-$   19,812,006.01-$   18,350,346.21-$   16,865,009.68-$   15,355,678.85-$   13,822,031.90-$   12,263,742.77-$   
39,496.49-$                     19,706.96-$           1,262.73$             23,469.53$           46,973.00$           71,835.43$           98,121.96$           125,900.74$        155,242.99$        186,223.24$        218,919.40$        253,412.95$        
29,905,490.49-$             29,925,197.45-$   29,923,934.73-$   29,900,465.20-$   29,853,492.20-$   29,781,656.77-$   29,683,534.80-$   29,557,634.07-$   29,402,391.08-$   29,216,167.84-$   28,997,248.45-$   28,743,835.50-$   
FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26
129,766.21-$                   115,234.90-$        99,775.88-$           83,343.80-$           65,891.18-$           47,368.37-$           27,723.45-$           6,902.09-$             15,152.52$           38,499.80$           63,201.90$           89,323.82$           
29,995,760.21-$             30,110,995.11-$   30,210,770.99-$   30,294,114.79-$   30,360,005.97-$   30,407,374.35-$   30,435,097.80-$   30,441,999.89-$   30,426,847.37-$   30,388,347.58-$   30,325,145.68-$   30,235,821.86-$   
1,214,203.52$                1,234,574.31$     1,255,218.90$     1,276,140.89$     1,297,343.99$     1,318,831.89$     1,340,608.39$     1,362,677.31$     1,385,042.51$     1,407,707.93$     1,430,677.54$     1,453,955.37$     
Rebuild of Aged Assets over coming 20 years
FY27 FY28 FY29 FY30 FY31 FY32 FY33 FY34 FY35 FY36 FY37 FY38
27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
1176 1181 1186 1191 1196 1201 1206 1211 1216 1221 1226 1231
954,643.35$        967,292.37$        980,109.00$        993,095.44$        1,006,253.96$     1,019,586.82$     1,033,096.35$     1,046,784.87$     1,060,654.77$     1,074,708.45$     1,088,948.34$     1,103,376.90$     
1,932,064.57$     1,957,664.43$     1,983,603.48$     2,009,886.23$     2,036,517.22$     2,063,501.08$     2,090,842.46$     2,118,546.13$     2,146,616.86$     2,175,059.54$     2,203,879.08$     2,233,080.47$     
977,421.22$        990,372.06$        1,003,494.49$     1,016,790.79$     1,030,263.26$     1,043,914.25$     1,057,746.12$     1,071,761.25$     1,085,962.09$     1,100,351.09$     1,114,930.74$     1,129,703.57$     
1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088
-$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       
80,000.00$           80,000.00$           80,000.00$           80,000.00$           80,000.00$           80,000.00$           80,000.00$           80,000.00$           80,000.00$          85,000.00$          90,000.00$          95,000.00$          
200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        
$68,803 $69,095 $69,388 $69,680 $69,973 $70,266 $70,558 $70,851 $71,143 $71,436 $71,728 $72,021
348,802.88$        349,095.41$        349,387.94$        349,680.47$        349,973.00$        350,265.53$        350,558.06$        350,850.59$        351,143.11$        356,435.64$        361,728.17$        367,020.70$        
348,802.88$        349,095.41$        349,387.94$        349,680.47$        349,973.00$        350,265.53$        350,558.06$        350,850.59$        351,143.11$        356,435.64$        361,728.17$        367,020.70$        
1,583,261.69$     1,608,569.02$     1,634,215.54$     1,660,205.76$     1,686,544.22$     1,713,235.55$     1,740,284.41$     1,767,695.54$     1,795,473.75$     1,818,623.89$     1,842,150.90$     1,866,059.77$     
10,680,481.07-$   9,071,912.05-$     7,437,696.51-$     5,777,490.75-$     4,090,946.52-$     2,377,710.97-$     637,426.57-$        1,130,268.98$     2,925,742.72$     4,744,366.62$     6,586,517.52$     8,452,577.29$     
289,789.10$        328,136.93$        368,549.62$        411,124.57$        455,963.64$        503,173.32$        552,864.98$        605,155.04$        660,165.23$        713,022.80$        768,635.84$        827,133.32$        
28,454,046.40-$   28,125,909.47-$   27,757,359.85-$   27,346,235.28-$   26,890,271.64-$   26,387,098.32-$   25,834,233.34-$   25,229,078.29-$   24,568,913.07-$   23,855,890.26-$   23,087,254.42-$   22,260,121.10-$   
FY27 FY28 FY29 FY30 FY31 FY32 FY33 FY34 FY35 FY36 FY37 FY38
116,933.53$        146,102.13$        176,903.95$        209,416.74$        243,721.80$        279,904.13$        318,052.65$        358,260.30$        400,624.28$        440,246.23$        482,007.41$        526,008.81$        
30,118,888.32-$   29,972,786.20-$   29,795,882.25-$   29,586,465.51-$   29,342,743.71-$   29,062,839.58-$   28,744,786.93-$   28,386,526.63-$   27,985,902.34-$   27,545,656.11-$   27,063,648.70-$   26,537,639.90-$   
1,477,545.52$     1,501,452.10$     1,525,679.33$     1,550,231.44$     1,575,112.74$     1,600,327.60$     1,625,880.43$     1,651,775.71$     1,678,017.98$     1,699,611.84$     1,721,561.94$     1,743,873.00$     
Operation over the following 25 YearsRebuild of Aged Assets over coming 20 years
FY39 FY40 FY41 FY42 FY43 FY44 FY45 FY46 FY47 FY48 FY49 FY50
39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
1236 1241 1246 1251 1256 1261 1266 1271 1276 1281 1286 1291
1,117,996.65$     1,132,810.10$     1,147,819.83$     1,163,028.45$     1,178,438.57$     1,194,052.89$     1,209,874.09$     1,225,904.92$     1,242,148.16$     1,258,606.62$     1,275,283.16$     1,292,180.66$     
2,262,668.79$     2,292,649.15$     2,323,026.75$     2,353,806.86$     2,384,994.80$     2,416,595.98$     2,448,615.88$     2,481,060.04$     2,513,934.08$     2,547,243.71$     2,580,994.69$     2,615,192.87$     
1,144,672.14$     1,159,839.05$     1,175,206.92$     1,190,778.41$     1,206,556.22$     1,222,543.09$     1,238,741.79$     1,255,155.12$     1,271,785.92$     1,288,637.09$     1,305,711.53$     1,323,012.21$     
1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088
-$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       -$                       
100,000.00$        105,000.00$        110,000.00$        115,000.00$        120,000.00$        125,000.00$        130,000.00$        135,000.00$        140,000.00$        145,000.00$        150,000.00$        155,000.00$        
200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$        
$72,313 $72,606 $72,898 $73,191 $73,483 $73,776 $74,068 $74,361 $74,653 $74,946 $75,239 $75,531
372,313.23$        377,605.76$        382,898.29$        388,190.82$        393,483.35$        398,775.88$        404,068.41$        409,360.94$        414,653.47$        419,945.99$        425,238.52$        430,531.05$        
372,313.23$        377,605.76$        382,898.29$        388,190.82$        393,483.35$        398,775.88$        404,068.41$        409,360.94$        414,653.47$        419,945.99$        425,238.52$        430,531.05$        
1,890,355.56$     1,915,043.39$     1,940,128.46$     1,965,616.04$     1,991,511.45$     2,017,820.10$     2,044,547.47$     2,071,699.10$     2,099,280.62$     2,127,297.71$     2,155,756.16$     2,184,661.81$     
10,342,932.85$   12,257,976.24$   14,198,104.70$   16,163,720.74$   18,155,232.19$   20,173,052.29$   22,217,599.76$   24,289,298.86$   26,388,579.47$   28,515,877.19$   30,671,633.35$   32,856,295.16$   
888,650.11$        953,327.20$        1,021,311.99$     1,092,758.61$     1,167,828.16$     1,246,689.07$     1,329,517.45$     1,416,497.37$     1,507,821.26$     1,603,690.32$     1,704,314.83$     1,809,914.65$     
21,371,470.99-$   20,418,143.80-$   19,396,831.80-$   18,304,073.20-$   17,136,245.04-$   15,889,555.97-$   14,560,038.52-$   13,143,541.15-$   11,635,719.89-$   10,032,029.57-$   8,327,714.74-$     6,517,800.09-$     
FY39 FY40 FY41 FY42 FY43 FY44 FY45 FY46 FY47 FY48 FY49 FY50
572,356.02$        621,159.44$        672,534.53$        726,601.97$        783,487.97$        843,324.47$        906,249.42$        972,407.03$        1,041,948.11$     1,115,030.28$     1,191,818.35$     1,272,484.61$     
25,965,283.88-$   25,344,124.43-$   24,671,589.90-$   23,944,987.93-$   23,161,499.96-$   22,318,175.49-$   21,411,926.07-$   20,439,519.04-$   19,397,570.93-$   18,282,540.65-$   17,090,722.30-$   15,818,237.69-$   
1,766,549.81$     1,789,597.22$     1,813,020.13$     1,836,823.52$     1,861,012.43$     1,885,591.97$     1,910,567.31$     1,935,943.71$     1,961,726.47$     1,987,920.97$     2,014,532.68$     2,041,567.12$     
Operation over the following 25 Years
FY51 FY52 FY53 FY54 FY55 FY56 FY57 FY58 FY59
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
1296 1301 1306 1311 1316 1321 1326 1331 1336
1,309,302.05$     1,326,650.31$     1,344,228.42$       1,362,039.45$       1,380,086.47$       1,398,372.62$       1,416,901.06$       1,435,674.99$       1,454,697.69$       
2,649,844.17$     2,684,954.61$     2,720,530.26$       2,756,577.28$       2,793,101.93$       2,830,110.53$       2,867,609.50$       2,905,605.32$       2,944,104.59$       
1,340,542.12$     1,358,304.30$     1,376,301.83$       1,394,537.83$       1,413,015.46$       1,431,737.91$       1,450,708.44$       1,469,930.33$       1,489,406.90$       
1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088 1.023860088
-$                       -$                       -$                         -$                         -$                         -$                         -$                         -$                         -$                         
160,000.00$        165,000.00$        170,000.00$          175,000.00$          180,000.00$          185,000.00$          190,000.00$          195,000.00$          200,000.00$          
200,000.00$        200,000.00$        200,000.00$           200,000.00$           200,000.00$           200,000.00$           200,000.00$           200,000.00$           200,000.00$           
$75,824 $76,116 $76,409 $76,701 $76,994 $77,286 $77,579 $77,871 $78,164
435,823.58$        441,116.11$        446,408.64$          451,701.17$          456,993.70$          462,286.23$          467,578.76$          472,871.29$          478,163.82$          
435,823.58$        441,116.11$        446,408.64$           451,701.17$           456,993.70$           462,286.23$           467,578.76$           472,871.29$           478,163.82$           
2,214,020.59$     2,243,838.50$     2,274,121.61$       2,304,876.11$       2,336,108.23$       2,367,824.30$       2,400,030.74$       2,432,734.03$       2,465,940.78$       
35,070,315.75$   37,314,154.25$   39,588,275.86$     41,893,151.97$     44,229,260.20$     46,597,084.51$     48,997,115.24$     51,429,849.28$     53,895,790.05$     
1,920,719.59$     2,036,969.87$     2,158,916.64$       2,286,822.38$       2,420,961.51$       2,561,620.85$       2,709,100.22$       2,863,713.03$       3,025,786.86$       
4,597,080.50-$     2,560,110.63-$     401,194.00-$           1,885,628.39$       4,306,589.89$       6,868,210.74$       9,577,310.96$       12,441,023.99$     15,466,810.85$     
FY51 FY52 FY53 FY54 FY55 FY56 FY57 FY58 FY59
1,357,209.19$     1,446,180.39$     1,539,595.04$       1,637,658.94$       1,740,587.20$       1,848,604.71$       1,961,946.54$       2,080,858.43$       2,205,597.24$       
14,461,028.49-$   13,014,848.11-$   11,475,253.07-$     9,837,594.13-$       8,097,006.92-$       6,248,402.21-$       4,286,455.67-$       2,205,597.24-$       0.00$                       
2,069,029.89$     2,096,926.67$     2,125,263.21$       2,154,045.33$       2,183,278.94$       2,212,970.02$       2,243,124.64$       2,273,748.93$       2,304,849.12$       
Operation over the following 25 Years
By this time 
replacement 
cycle repeats
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AS PER PRICING SCHEDULE VALID 1 APRIL 2012
CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE UNIT FY2011 QUANTITY FY2011 PRICE FY2011 REVENUEFY2012 PRICE FY2012 REVENUE FY2013 PRICE FY2013 REVENUE
Residential Connections - Standard Option
Daily Fixed Charges
DS Daily charge - up to 20kVA capacity $ / day 5,427,604.88              0.9010                    4,890,272.00          0.933                   5,063,955.36$      1.003           5,443,887.70$      
DT Daily charge - above 20kVA capacity $ / day 198,659.00                 1.7960                    356,792                  1.859                   369,307.09$         1.998           396,920.69$         
DSNL Daily charge - up to 20kVA capacity $ / day 762,710.06                 0.9010                    687,202                  0.933                   711,608.48$         1.003           764,998.19$         
DTNL Daily charge - above 20kVA capacity $ / day 22,225.22                   1.7960                    39,916                    1.859                   41,316.68$           1.998           44,405.98$           
Energy Based Charges   
01 Uncontrolled Energy c / kWh 92,704,985.00            6.6570                    6.890                   6,387,373.47$      7.407           6,866,658.24$      
12 13 hour controlled energy - Note 1 c / kWh 36,109,948.00            3.8920                    4.029                   1,454,869.80$      4.331           1,563,921.85$      
18 8 hour controlled energy - Note 1 1.746                   1.877           
MLL NOTIONAL REVENUE CALCULATIONS FOR DPP REGULATIONS - FY2013 
NB: Prices are pre-discount prices
c / kWh 4,509,348.00              1.6870                    78,733.22$           84,640.46$           
Residential Connections - Low Fixed Option - Only available in Non-Remote Areas and for 
Installations which are < 15Kva and single phase or two phase
  
Daily Fixed Charges   
DL Daily charge - up to 20kVA capacity - Note 2 $ / day 1,038,283.00              0.1500                    155,742                  0.150                   155,742.45$         0.150           155,742.45$         
DM Daily charge - Above 20kVA capacity - Note 2 $ / day 4,875.00                     0.1500                    731                         0.150                   731.25$                0.150           731.25$                
Energy Based Charges   
11 Uncontrolled energy c / kWh 9,263,029.00              10.0810                  10.463                 969,190.72$         11.300         1,046,722.28$      
16 13 hour controlled energy - Note 1 c / kWh 4,181,554.00              7.3160                    7.602                   317,881.74$         8.220           343,723.74$         
17 8 hour controlled energy - Note 1 c / kWh 549,856.00                 5.1110                    5.319                   29,246.84$           5.766           31,704.70$           
08 Uncontrolled Energy c / kWh 75,021                        14.1660                  14.687                 11,018.33$           11.300         8,477.37$             
13 13 hour Controlled Energy - Note 1 c / kWh 9,044                          11.4010                  11.826                 1,069.54$             8.220           743.42$                
19 8 hour Controlled Energy - Note 1 c / kWh 12,371                        9.1960                    9.543                   1,180.56$             5.766           713.31$                
Non-Residential Group 1 - up to 41 kVA - 3 phase 60 Amp Capacity   
Daily Fixed Charges   
NS Daily charge up to 15kVA $ / day 364,780.08          1.3240                    482,969                  1.371                   500,113.48$         1.453           530,025.45$         
NH Daily charge up to 16 to 30kVA $ / day 146,468.13          1.7790                    260,567                  1.841                   269,647.82$         1.951           285,759.32$         
NT Daily charge up to 31 to 41kVA $ / day 525,543.41          2.6680                    1,402,150               2.761                   1,451,025.35$      2.927           1,538,265.55$      
Energy Based Charges   
02 Uncontrolled Energy c / kWh 35,517,837.00            6.6570                    6.890                   2,447,178.97$      7.317           2,598,840.13$      
20 20 hour controlled energy - Note 1 c / kWh 464,004.00                 5.3050                    5.491                   25,478.46$           5.831           27,056.07$           
22 13 hour controlled energy - Note 1 c / kWh 2,647,408.00              3.8920                    4.028                   106,637.59$         4.278           113,256.11$         
28 8 hour controlled energy - Note 1 c / kWh 388,310.00                 1.6870                    1.746                   6,779.89$             1.854           7,199.27$             
Unmetered Supplies   
US Unmetered supplies up to 8kWh per day $ / day 14794.63 1.8570                    27,474                    1.922                   28,435.28$           2.037           30,136.66$           
UL Unmetered supplies above 8kWh per day $ / day 2190.06 2.8560                    6,255                      2.955                   6,471.64$             3.132           6,859.28$             
Non-Residential Group 2 - 42 to 70 kVA Capacity   
Daily Fixed Charges   
RT Daily charge  3 phase 42 to 70kVA $ / day 94098.59381 7.2750                    684,567                  7.530                   708,562.41$         7.982           751,094.98$         
RF Non-Domestic 1phase up to 100kVA $ / day 365.0026996 12.9650                  4,732                      13.419                 4,897.97$             14.176         5,174.28$             
Energy Based Charges   
03 Uncontrolled Energy c / kWh 16,347,844                 5.3050                    5.491                   897,660.11$         5.831           953,242.78$         
30  c / kWh 199,251                      4.7830                    4.950                   9,862.92$             5.257           10,474.63$           
22 13 hour controlled energy - Note 1 c / kWh AS ABOVE AS ABOVE #VALUE! #VALUE!
28 8 hour controlled energy - Note 1 c / kWh AS ABOVE AS ABOVE #VALUE! #VALUE!
Non-Residential Group 3 - 71 to 140 kVA Capacity   
Daily Fixed Charges   
RV Daily charge 70 to 105kVA $ / day 28224.94041 12.9220                  364,723                  13.374                 377,480.35$         14.176         400,116.76$         
RX Daily charge 106 to 140kVA $ / day 18925.4365 17.2280                  326,047                  17.831                 337,459.46$         18.901         357,709.68$         
Energy Based Charges   
04 Uncontrolled Energy c / kWh 19,836,820                 4.7830                    4.950                   981,922.59$         5.257           1,042,821.63$      
22 13 hour controlled energy - Note 1 c / kWh AS ABOVE AS ABOVE #VALUE! #VALUE!
28 8 hour controlled energy - Note 1 c / kWh AS ABOVE AS ABOVE #VALUE! #VALUE!
Group 4 - above 140 kVA Capacity - Low Voltage Supply   
Daily Fixed Charges   
BF Daily charge $ / day 43698.83676 5.7340                    250,569                  5.935                   259,352.60$         6.291           274,909.38$         
Energy Based Charges   
05/1 Winter Day energy Note 3 c / kWh 28,930,667                 2.0830                    2.156                   623,745.18$         2.290           662,512.27$         
05/2 Summer & Winter Night energy Note 3 c / kWh 10,684,261                 0.3290                    0.341                   36,433.33$           0.362           38,677.02$           
06/2 Summer & Winter Night energy Note 3 c / kWh 14,731,557                 0.3290                    0.341                   50,234.61$           0.362           53,328.24$           
06/1 Summer Day energy Note 3 c / kWh 40,974,520                 1.4780                    1.529                   626,500.41$         1.624           665,426.20$         
  
Demand & Peak Charges   
WL Winter Peak Demand - Minimum 100kVA -  Notes 4 & 5 $ / kVA / Month 131,616                      25.4130                  26.303                 3,461,906.40$      27.934         3,676,572.76$      
AL Capacity charge Note 5 $ / kVA / Month 535,649                      4.6800                    4.844                   2,594,683.28$      5.135           2,750,557.11$      
Group 4 - above 140 kVA Capacity - High Voltage Supply   
Daily Fixed Charges   
BF Daily charge $ / day AS ABOVE AS ABOVE #VALUE! #VALUE!
Energy Based Charges   
65/1 Winter Day energy Note 3 c / kWh 7,208,163                   2.0160                    2.087                   150,434.36$         2.216           159,732.89$         
65/2 Summer & Winter Night energy Note 3 c / kWh 2,839,879                   0.3210                    0.332                   9,428.40$             0.353           10,024.77$           
66/2 Summer & Winter Night energy Note 3 c / kWh 4,409,270                   0.3210                    0.332                   14,638.78$           0.353           15,564.72$           
66/1 Summer Day energy Note 3 c / kWh 11,423,755                 1.4260                    1.476                   168,614.62$         1.568           179,124.48$         
  
Capacity & Peak Demand Charges  - HV Equipment by MLL   
WM Winter Peak Demand - Minimum 100kVA -  Notes 4 & 5 $ / kVA / Month 17,551                        24.5280                  25.386                 445,553.40$         26.909         472,283.80$         
AM Capacity charge Note 5 $ / kVA / Month 78,600                        4.5190                    4.677                   367,612.20$         4.958           389,698.80$         
  
Capacity & Peak Demand Charges  - HV Equipment by Consumer   
WH Winter Peak Demand - Min. 100kVA Notes 4 & 5 $ / kVA / Month 12,255                        23.3010                  24.116                 295,540.24$         25.563         313,273.14$         
AH Capacity Charge Note 5 $ / kVA / Month 38,045                        4.2930                    4.443                   169,033.94$         4.710           179,191.95$         
Irrigation and Similar Seasonal Loads   
Fixed Charges   
PM Capacity Charge Minimum $ / day 60422.61124 2.2250                    134,440                  2.303                   139,153.27$         2.441           147,491.59$         
PK Capacity Charge $/ kW / Day 4414083.673 0.0980                    432,580                  0.101                   445,822.45$         0.107           472,306.95$         
PH Provided Capacity Charge $ / kVA / Day 1095000 0.0620                    67,890                    0.064                   70,080.00$           0.068           74,460.00$           
Energy Based Charges   
96 20 hour Controlled  - Seasonal Energy Notes 1 & 6 c / kWh 16,614,882                 2.2500                    2.329                   386,960.60$         2.473           410,886.03$         
97 Non Seasonal Energy  Note 6 c / kWh 436,829                      18.6880                  19.342                 84,491.47$           20.541         89,729.04$           
Controlled Street Lighting - Group Customers   
80 Street light Energy - Note - AVERAGES EXISTING GROUPS 81-85 c / kWh -$                      -$                      
MDCFC  MDC/Transit Street lighting Fixed Charge - Note. AVERAGED ACROSS ALL LOCAL 
AUTHORITY COs
$ / month 12 11,710.73            140,528.76$         12,413.37    148,960.49$         
PMFC Port Marlborough Street lighting Fixed Charge $ / month 12 452.27                 5,427.24$             452.27         5,427.24$             
SQ Port Marlborough Street lighting - maintenance $ / per month 12 867.20                 10,406.40$           867.20         10,406.40$           
RNZFC RNZAF Base Woodbourne Street lighting $ / month 12 231.81                 2,781.72$             231.81         2,781.72$             
Controlled Street Lighting - Individual Customers 
PSLT1 Privately Owned Streetlights less than 150W - NOTE. AVERAGED ACROSS ALL $ / fitting / month
PSLT2 Privately Owned Streetlights greater than 150W $ / fitting / month
Power Factor Charges   
PFT Power Factor - ToU ICPs Note 7 $ / kVAr / Month 24292.26 8.6340                    209,739                  8.936                   217,075.67$         9.472           230,096.33$         
PFI Power Factor  - Non-ToU ICPs Note 7 $ / kVAr / Day 285309.89 0.2840                    81,028                    0.294                   83,881.11$           0.312           89,016.69$           
34,454,016.15$    36,766,888.37$    
P2013Q2011 36,766,888.37$  CPIDEC2010 1137 CPIDEC2009 1093
P2012Q2011 34,454,016.15$  CPIMAR2011 1146 CPIMAR2010 1097
Discount FY2013 8,205,000.00$    CPIJUN2011 1157 CPIJUN2010 1099
Discount FY2012 7,567,000.00$    CPISEP2011 1162 CPISEP2010 1111
Pass through costs - K2012 159,000.00$       
Recoverable Costs - V2012 5,739,000.00$    
Pass through costs - K2013 179,000.00$       
Recoverable Costs - V2013 5,500,000.00$    




Assumed Value: Code no longer exists
Assumed Value: Zero
DPP Calculations
R2013 29,866,996.89$  
NR2013 31,087,888.37$  Required Cut: 1,220,891.48$  
NR2013/R2013 1.040877611
R2013DISCOUNT 21,952,602.80$  














MLL QUALITY LIMIT CALCULATIONS FOR DPP REGULATION
Interrupted Restored Customers Outage Hrs Cust Hrs SAIDI Class
Total HV Line Faults: 0 106.23 0.26
Total HV Line Faults: 6 2,016.87 4.95
Total HV Line Faults: 6 880.65 2.16





Total HV Line Faults: 1 2,807.57 6.89
Total HV Line Faults: 18 11,281.55 27.70
Total HV Line Faults: 20 6,794.68 16.68
Total HV Line Faults: 3 3,315.43 8.14
Total HV Line Faults: 30 5,762.10 14.15
Total HV Line Faults: 3 494.73 1.21
Total HV Line Faults: 24 3,102.10 7.62
Total HV Line Faults: 15 2,895.48 7.11
Cloudy Bay 0.00
Outages from Apr-12 to Mar-13
Note: Changes to the no. of customers used in SAIDI and SAIFI calculations can be done through WASP Basix in the "SAIDI Customer" Screen
















Total HV Line Faults: 8 4,548.72 11.17
Total HV Line Faults: 10 3,074.18 7.55
Total HV Line Faults: 15 4,691.68 11.52
Total HV Line Faults: 1 3,396.25 8.34
Total HV Line Faults: 5 273.48 0.67
9027 1,935.45 36,401.80 89.38
27966 5,667.97 35,491.87 87.14






Class C (Unplanned) Total 1.14
Combined Total 1.51
Class B (Planned) Total 0.37
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A15. Literature Review and Evaluation  
i. 2013 Ministry of Economic Development, November 2007, Summary of Submissions 
The table blow summarises the submission statements of New Zealand EDBs with relation to the 
MED discussion paper “Review of Section 62 of the Electricity Act 1992 ‘Continuance of Supply’ 
(2013 Review), August 2007.Full Summary of Submissions retrievable from: 
http://www.med.govt.nz/sectors-industries/energy/pdf-docs-library/electricity-market/electricity-
industry/specific-legislation/summary-%20submissions.pdf. 
Discussion paper retrievable from: http://www.med.govt.nz/sectors-industries/energy/pdf-docs-
library/electricity-market/electricity-industry/specific-legislation/cabinet-paper.doc 
Evaluation:  
 The Ministry of Economic Development sent a request for submissions to lines companies, district 
councils and the wider public to comment on following the publication of review of Section 62 of the 
Electricity Act 1992 ‘Continuance of Supply’ (2013 Review), August 2007. This was to address the 
coming expiry of the ‘Continuance of Supply’ clause and the position of stakeholders regarding the 
ongoing operation of electricity networks. The below comments suggest that there is uniformity 
across most EDBs who commented regarding that portions of networks are uneconomical to 
maintain and hence a differing level of subsidy exists. Companies do not advocate for the removal of 
electricity services in economically inefficient areas, but do identify that the GPS limits the ability to 
expose reasonable tariffs to user groups as well as removing the incentive to for consumers to 
consider alternatives. Results vary dependant on the percentage of the network that is considered 
inefficient, however it is clear that the issue of continuance of supply, with regard to rural 
consumers is spread across New Zealand EDB’s.   
1. Introduction 
What is the problem? 
The expiry of section 62 is likely to affect those consumers on lines that are considered uneconomic, such as 
those to remote rural areas. If section 62 is repealed and the requirement for continuance of supply expires, 
lines companies would no longer be legally obliged to maintain connection. 
The Lines Company Acknowledge national benefit in maintaining secure supply to remote areas. 
Support Federated Farmers observations of unproductive time non-grid energy 
supply can consume, more productive for the nation if time spent on activities that 
add to GDP. 
Counties Power Issue of continuance of supply cannot be evaluated in isolation from the broader 
regulatory environment. 
Collective 
submission - 18 lines 
companies 
Should section 62 remain unchanged, it is possible that from 2013 electricity 
supplies may not be maintained in rural areas, where costs of supply significantly 
exceed the revenues associated with those assets. Cross-subsidy has the potential 
to become significant as assets initially built from RERC subsidies reach the end of 
their useful lives and require replacing. 
Collective 
submission - 18 lines 
companies 
Currently ELBs manage their networks in a manner which meets the needs of the 
communities they serve. Support solutions which recognise wider community 
responsibility for local infrastructure. 
Powerco A ‘future proof’ solution will as far as possible rely on the market to deliver 
affordable energy solutions but where the market is unable to deliver there will be 
a process to: 





 • Quantify its value and subsidise it explicitly 
• Allocate these subsidies transparently, predictably and in a non-distortionary 
manner. 
• Have a ‘last resort’ option for complete market failure. 
Network Waitaki  
This section might better ask “Is there a problem?” 
 
When a storm event currently occurs line companies have an incentive via 
performance measures and price/quality thresholds to restore supply as quickly as 
possible. Having restored supply they will then take the time to analyse what is the 
optimum level of rebuilding and reinforcement that is warranted.  
 
This considers the effects on future performance and costs and is assessed against 
the network as a whole. The process can take several years and therefore no 
consumers are simply abandoned at the time of the storm event. RERC subsidies 
were a matter of central government social policy. Line companies are not social 
service providers and are not accountable for the outcome of policy changes. 
Consumers do face higher costs for maintaining their own service line assets now 
as they don’t have a large asset base to average costs over. The assumption that 
line companies own the lines is not correct. Consumers own between 5 and 15% of 
the last part of their supply. In NWL’s case about 10 % of these lines were 
subsidised by the RERC. 
 
Note that the consumers (not the power company) paid the remainder of the cost 
of the lines built under RERC scheme. The RERC scheme required a consumption 
guarantee and was effectively the equivalent of a New Investment Contract with a 
fixed price and term. The term subsidy is also a bit of a misnomer, as consumers 
were actually paying the full cost via a mechanism that simply spread cost out over 
a number of years by applying a higher fixed charge component for those 
individual consumers. 
 
2. Assumptions and Proposed Criteria 
Urban and rural cross-subsidy 
Current government policy is to peg changes in line charges to rural areas to changes in line charges to urban 
areas. 
Scanpower Scanpower maintains equality of pricing across network. Acknowledges that prima 
facie cross subsidy is inherent in this pricing policy, but believes this is offset to some 
degree by economic benefits provided by rural sector in the network area, and higher 
quality received by urban consumers. Removing cross subsidy unlikely due to 
complexity of establishing/administering asset base pricing, and magnitude of 
increases in rural line charges would be socially and politically unacceptable. 
Eastland Network Using supply alternatives has ability to reduce extent of cross-subsidy; benefits could 
be passed on to consumers. It is likely that regulatory alignment will require cross-
subsidisation between urban and rural consumers to be explicitly provided for. 
Marlborough Lines Para 99 of GPS should be reviewed and implications considered in the context of the 
current review of section 62. Even if costs of alternatives are lower than true costs of 
lines supply, if line prices are held at artificially low levels at a consequence of GPS 
requirements, there is little incentive for consumers to consider alternatives. 
Network Tasman Introduction of GPS policy and low use tariff option for residential consumers has 
forced NTL to abandon price loadings in rural areas with uneconomic segments of the 
network. To meet new policy requirements NTL no longer carries regional 
differentiation in line pricing. Rural segments have become more uneconomic and 
level of cross subsidy has increased. By sheltering users from true cost of supply, 





muted. Economic efficiency considerations (allocative, productive, and dynamic) argue 
reductions of cross-subsidy through cost reflective pricing will produce best economic 
outcome, efficient allocation of resources. 
The Lines Company Info shows six lines companies with significantly higher proportion of RERC funded 
lines. Price analysis will probably show these six have relatively higher prices, even 
without factoring in replacement of uneconomic lines. 
The Lines Company Not equitable for consumers of local lines company to pay for supply to remote areas. 
Lines company boundaries often arbitrary and bear little relationship to any 
community of interest. Cost of subsidy should not fall on citizens of low-decile rural 
towns, who can least afford to bear cost. We submit the nation should bear the cost. 
This would be in line with telecommunications and other subsidies. 
Do not believe there needs to be a special levy, cost is relatively small, could be funded 
from general tax funds. 
Orion While a degree of cross-subsidy inevitably exists, continuation of the GPS policy will 
encourage lines companies to discontinue supply to non-economic consumers or not 
connect them in the first place. It makes alternatives less attractive as the alternative 
is unlikely to be cost-effective compared to subsidised supply from a network. 
Counties Power Recommends MED consider the need to allow a reasonable degree of flexibility in 
pricing policies adopted by lines companies. 
Collective  
submission - 18  
lines companies 
Combination of average pricing and differential quality of supply therefore results in 
an inherent price quality trade-off for remote rural consumers. Extent of cross-subsidy 
differs across networks depending on how tariff groups are defined and relative 
proportions of urban, rural, remote network and connections. Many ELBs indicate that 
the impact of cross-subsidy on urban and rural consumers is insignificant due to small 
proportion of consumers supplied by remote rural assets. 
Collective  
submission - 18  
lines companies 
Existing GPS requirement potentially unsustainable – based on historical position. 
There is no evidence to suggest this is efficient or fair or will be in the future. This 
policy requirement is a barrier to meeting objectives of 2013 review. 
Vector Subsidy is consistent with other government social policy objectives. Up to 
government to determine what appropriate subsidy is, when full cost recovery may 
cause some consumers hardship. Although costs of supplying uneconomic consumers 
seem low, has potential to be a more significant issue in future as ageing networks 
become due for replacement and costs of alternatives reduce. Issue should not be 
resolved by assumption. Should be an attempt to assess and make transparent the 
value of the subsidy to ensure overall costs not unacceptable. 
 
Subsidy framework should be developed with 3 key criteria: 
• Ensure competitive neutrality between incumbent network owners and competitors 
• Should promote efficient competition in supply of alternatives to line services 
• The extent any option impacts on costs of lines businesses should be reflected in part 
4A regime. Lines businesses must be able to recover costs of alternatives. 
Network Waitaki In general line companies make their living by providing line assets for which they are 
permitted to fully recover costs and charge a reasonable rate of return. Their charges 
are averaged across a large asset base and a large consumer base. In this regard there 
are no uneconomic assets and there is no requirement on line companies for their 
pricing to reflect economic efficiency principles. In these circumstances why would a 
line company want to reduce quantity of assets and number of consumers it services? 
Networks were reticulated in an era when there were subsidies, lower consenting and 
easement costs,etc. This established position is not given away lightly. Any lines that 
still cannot currently be justified on a marginal cost basis should never have been built 
and it doesn’t make economic sense to protect these supplies. 
Network Waitaki If the MED or the Government has issues over subsidy and fairness of pricing policy 
then it should prescribe the principles on which pricing methodologies are to be based. 
NWL completely average prices between rural and urban consumers. It also makes no 





imperative on NWL to introduce differentials and its consumer trust owners would 
oppose such a change. 
This is not a fight line companies need to have in the pursuit of someone else’s 
political ideology. Without the RERC very few new uneconomic supplies are being built 
while the older connection base is subject to natural age related attrition. Extremely 
uneconomic supplies will slowly disconnect as owners of service lines requiring 
upgrade will make their own economic choice. The most distorting issue affecting line 
company pricing is the cap on fixed charges for low consumption supplies. Line 
company pricing methodology is still based on electricity volume sales which bear no 
relationship to the cost of supply or the service levels provided. Until this pricing 
methodology is addressed cross- subsidy, economic efficiency, social equity and 
commercial fairness issues will remain. When considering the issue of cross-subsidy, 
pricing equity must be considered against service equity. Remote connections are 
unlikely to have the same reliability and security services as a CBD for example. Who is 
subsidising who is matter of opinion. The material gains from being economically pure 
don’t out-weigh the effort in working it out. Whatever pricing signals are created by a 
line company they are just as quickly destroyed by the retailer’s tariffs. 
The economics of line supply 
Supplying electricity by lines could be considered uneconomic for two main reasons:  
i. When the revenue generated from the consumers connected to the line is insufficient to meet 
the costs of maintaining the line, including asset renewal. 
ii.  ii. When it would be a lower cost to supply the same area by an alternative means (i.e. not by 
long distribution lines). 
Marlborough Lines Lines may still be uneconomic where identified cost of alternatives is greater than the 
cost of supply by way of lines. Value of uneconomic lines in Marlborough lines network 
is significantly in excess of 1% of total. 
Network Tasman Provides sample analysis of uneconomic network segments. Indicates that revenues 
are insufficient to even meet operating and maintenance costs, and line charges would 
have to increase 3-4 times to meet costs, and 5-6 times to cover costs, depreciation 
plus WACC on the ODRC (35 - 45c/kWh). This suggests alternative systems are 
reasonably competitive provided lines are fully costed and cost reflective pricing.  
Given current network assets are sunk costs it is rational to keep them in use for 
remaining economic life provided income covers cash operating costs. Inappropriate 
to build new lines or reinforce existing lines in these areas, but continued use of 
existing sunk assets probably cheaper than alternatives provided capital cost 
considerations set aside. 
Network Tasman Where spare capacity available on uneconomic lines, NTL will connect new loads, 
however, a substantial connection fee will continue to be charged, which reflects the 
inadequacy of line charge revenues derived in these areas; encourages new loads to 
minimise their maximum demand requirements; and encourages new loads to 
consider alternative energy supply solutions. NTL does not want to be put in a position 
of reinforcing/upgrading lines and needs to retain the right to refuse new connections 
to these network segments once capacity limits reached. Once at capacity, lines will be 
as near to economic as likely to get but will not justify new upgrade capital. 
Top Energy 
Consumer Trust 
Top Energy continues to construct supply lines and connect new consumers, where 
the cost means it is uneconomic. The company operates a capital contribution scheme 
where the new consumer funds the uneconomic proportion of equipment, which is 
refundable when others connect. There is no undertaking to maintain supply for any 
period or at any time. It must be presumed that when equipment requires replacing in 
future, there may be a requirement for the consumer to again fund part of that cost. 
Network Waitaki No such thing as uneconomic lines. We fully recover the cost of providing services or 
would go out of business. We are a cost plus rate of return business. The larger our 






ii. Electricity (Continuance of Supply) Amendment Bill. Ministry of Economic 
Development, June 2009 
Full document retrievable from: http://www.parliament.nz/resource/0000095159 
Evaluation:  
With the purpose of providing the Commerce Commission with information regarding the costs to 
lines companies and consumers of maintaining economic lines, this document discloses the 
significant issues lines companies are likely to face over the coming 10-20 years replacing aged 
infrastructure for electricity distribution. 14 lines companies responded to the request of 
information regarding the percentage of lines constructed with RERC funding. Of the respondents it 
is recognised that Marlborough Lines has the highest proportion of RERC constructed power lines, 
the replacement of which is likely to require a 30-40% total increase in lines charges to cover rebuild. 
Although disclose from other companies is limited, this report has identified that 6 of the 29 lines 
companies within New Zealand have more than a third of their respective networks constructed 
from RERC funding.  
Continuing forward with the maintenance and replacement of uneconomic sections of distribution 
network, this document establishes that there is potential for the increased cost to lines companies 
to maintain the aging network and this will be procured through the increases of lines charges to 
consumers given the governance proposed in the GPS.  
Discussion relating to the upkeep of uneconomic lines through government subsidy had been prior, 
which had resulted in mixed opinions from lines companies where the costs associated with 
information disclosure and the defining of consumer connections that were/were not considered 
economic would be of greater detriment to companies than the continued upkeep of uneconomic 
rural lines. The bill was silent on any such funding scheme.  
 
